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Abstract
Interest inmultimedia streaming – download and immediate playback of
audio and video content – on the Internet has grown immensely in the last
decade. Traditional client/server (C/S) and content distribution network
(CDN) architectures, though technically simpler, are expensive, since they
require infrastructure to grow according to the number of simultaneous
clients. This results in the existence of only a few large content providers,
thus support for transmission of events without great commercial appeal
is restricted. The peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture, on the contrary, allows
low-cost and scalable distribution of multimedia content by users them-
selves, without requiring large infrastructure investments.
Multimedia streaming is essentially classified into three categories, con-
cerning its distribution and consumption. Live streaming targets live
events, such as sports, news, and ceremonies, with the following important
technical characteristics: no defined start or ending, generation on-the-fly,
limited buﬀering ability, quick expiration of content, and lack of video-
cassette recorder (VCR) functions, e.g., pausing and rewinding. Video-
on-Demand (VoD), commonly used for pre-recorded content, including
movies and shows, assumes that users start playback from the beginning
of the file, content has a known duration, maximum download rate is not
limited by content generation rate, and sometimes allows VCR operations,
depending on the particular implementation. Finally, time shifting (TS)
is a relatively newer category that bridges the gap between live streaming
and VoD by enabling users to conveniently record live streams and watch
themat a future time, at their convenience, thus enablingVCR functions on
the live stream. Though P2P-based live streaming and VoD systems have
gained significant attention of the research community, with commercial
implementations already released to the general public, a single P2P sys-
tem capable of both live streaming and time shifting did not exist.
The seamless integration of live, TS, and VoD in a single system origi-
nates several new challenges. First, the ability of users to switch both chan-
nels and time positions and the asymmetry of interest inherent in such sce-
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nario require the definition of a novel, suitable, unified protocol, as well
as the investigation and definition of policies that drive its behavior. A
rather understudied policy is the playback policy, applied when content is
not downloaded quickly enough to be played – shall peers stall playback,
waiting for content to be found and downloaded, or skip missing parts? Fi-
nally, P2P system architectures demand distributed components, e.g. P2P
trackers, that improve both eﬃciency and load balancing.
Hence, this thesis investigates several aspects thatmake the combination
and seamless unification of P2P live streaming and time shifting function-
ality under a single system, protocol, and policies possible. This is accom-
plished by building a system – called LiveShift – that allows peers to record
parts of the stream they receive and in order to serve them to other peers at
a future time when necessary. In practice, this allows users to conveniently
watch any program at any time, without preparing recordings in advance,
and scaling bandwidth and storage with the number of users in the system.
This thesismakes fourmain contributions in thefieldof time-shiftedP2P
multimedia streaming. First, a single, fully-distributed P2P protocol that
is capable of locating and distributing both live and time-shifted streams
quickly and in an integrated manner, is described and evaluated in detail.
Second, a complete client implementation of LiveShift was built, in order
to allow realistic experiments and demonstrations. Third, playback policies
that definewhether the system stalls playback or skips blocks when content
is unavailable in the system are examined, compared, and classified regard-
ing user experience, for both live andon-demand scenarios. Finally, a novel,
fully-distributedP2P tracker – namedB-Tracker – is introduced, improving
eﬃciency and load balancing in comparison with other existing distributed
P2P trackers.
LiveShift has been evaluated bymeans of a full software implementation
with the ultimate goal of validating its protocol and default policies in a real-
istic environment, by examining objective Quality-of-Experience metrics,
namely playback lag and share of skipped blocks. Evaluations include real-
istic heterogeneous P2P environments with channel switching and churn
in a research testbed. Moreover, a wide range of playback policies was im-
plemented to show how they eﬀect the definedQuality-of-Experiencemet-
rics. Finally, experiments with B-Tracker have revealed its ability to im-
prove both eﬃciency and load balancing in relation to other widely used
P2P trackers.
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Kurzfassung
Das Interesse an Multimedia-Übertragungen – zum Herunterladenwie
auch zur unmittelbaren Wiedergabe von Audio- und Video-Inhalten –
im Internet ist im Laufe des letzten Jahrzehnts stark gewachsen. Tradi-
tionelle Client/Server (C/S) und Content Distribution Network (CDN)
Architekturen sind teuer, auch wenn sie technisch einfacher sind, weil
ihre IT-Infrastruktur mit der Anzahl gleichzeitig zu bedienender Clients
mitwachsen muss. Aus diesem Grund gibt es nur einige wenige grosse
Inhalteanbieter, was wiederum dazu führt, dass die Möglichkeiten zur
Übertragung von Veranstaltungen ohne grosses kommerzielles Potential
stark eingeschränkt sind. Die Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Architektur ermöglicht
hingegen die kostengünstige und skalierbare Verbreitung vonMultimedia-
Inhalten durch die Nutzer selbst und ohne grosse Infrastrukturinvestitio-
nen.
Multimedia-Übertragungen werden anhand der beiden Kriterien Ver-
breitung und Konsum im Wesentlichen in drei Kategorien unterteilt.
Direktübertragungen zielen auf Anlässe von aktuellem Belang ab, zum Bei-
spiel Sportveranstaltungen, Nachrichten und Feierlichkeiten. Sie zeigen
die wichtigen technischen Eigenschaften eines nicht vorbestimmten An-
fangs oder Endes, der unterbrechungsfreien Generierung, begrenzter
Möglichkeiten zur Puﬀerung, des schnellen Veraltens der Inhalte und
der Abwesenheit von gängigen Videorekorder-Funktionen, beispielsweise
dem Pausieren und Zurückspulen. Video auf Abruf (Video-on-Demand,
VoD), welches als zweite Kategorie üblicherweise Anwendung auf bereits
aufgenommene Inhalte findet (einschliesslich Filme und Fernsehsendun-
gen) basiert auf der Annahme, dass Nutzer die Wiedergabe am Anfang
einer Datei starten, dass die Inhalte eine vorgängig bekannte Dauer haben,
dass die maximale Download-Rate nicht von der Rate begrenzt wird, mit
der Inhalte generiert wurden, und dass in Abhängigkeit von der spezi-
fischen Umsetzung zuweilen Videorekorder-Funktionen unterstützt wer-
den. Schliesslich bezeichnet die zeitversetzte Übertragung (Time Shift-
v
ing, TS) die dritte und im Vergleich jüngere Kategorie, die die Lücke zwis-
chen Direktübertragungen und VoD füllt, indem sie es Nutzern erlauben
bequem Direktübertragungen aufzunehmen, um sie zu einem späteren
und passenderen Zeitpunkt wiederzugeben, womit zeitversetzte Übertra-
gungen Videorekorder-Funktionen bei Direktübertragungen ermöglichen.
Obwohl P2P-basierte Direktübertragungs- und VoD-Systeme den Gegen-
stand von beträchtlichen Forschungsvorhaben darstellen, wobei einige
kommerzielle Lösungen bereits der Öﬀentlichkeit zugänglich gemacht
wurden, gab es zu Beginn der vorliegenden Dissertation kein einziges P2P-
System, das sowohl fürDirektübertragungen als auch fürTS geeignet gewe-
sen wäre.
Die nahtlose Integration von Direktübertragungen, TS und VoD in
einem einzigen System resultiert in mehreren neuen Herausforderungen.
Dass Nutzer sowohl Kanäle wie auch Wiedergabe-Zeitpunkte wechseln
können und die einem solchen Szenario inhärente Informationsasymme-
trie bedingendieDefinition eines neuen, geeigneten und einheitlichenPro-
tokolls sowie die Untersuchung und Definition von Regeln, die erwün-
schtes Verhalten fördern. Ein bis anhin kaum erforschter Bereich stellt
dabei ein Satz an Regeln für dieWiedergabe von Inhalten dar, die sogenan-
nte Playback Policy, die Peer-Verhalten definiert für den Fall, dass Inhalte
nicht schnell genug heruntergeladen werden, um problemlos abgespielt zu
werden – sollen Peers in dieser Situation die Wiedergabe pausieren und
warten, bis die fehlenden Inhalte gefunden und heruntergeladen wurden,
oder ist es besser, fehlende Teile zu überspringen? Und schliesslich bedin-
gen P2P Systemarchitekturen verteilte Komponenten, zum Beispiel P2P-
Tracker, die für Verbesserungen in Bezug auf Eﬃzienz und Lastverteilung
sorgen.
Daher untersucht diese Dissertation mehrere Aspekte, die die Kombi-
nation und nahtlose Vereinigung von direkter und zeitversetzter Übertra-
gung in einem einzigen P2P-System unter Verwendung eines einheitlichen
Protokolls und einheitlicher Regeln ermöglichen. Dies wird durch dieUm-
setzung eines neuen Systems erreicht – LiveShift genannt –, das es Peers
erlaubt, Teile einer empfangenen Übertragung aufzuzeichnen, um diese
Aufzeichnungen zu einem späteren Zeitpunkt bei Bedarf anderen Peers an-
bieten zu können. In der Anwendung bedeutet dies für die Nutzer, dass
sie jederzeit bequem auf alle Programme zugreifen können, ohne dass sie
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imVorausAufnahmenprogrammierenmüssen, wobei Bandbreite und Spe-
icherplatz mit der Anzahl der Nutzer im System skalieren.
Die Dissertation leistet damit vier zentrale Beiträge im Bereich zeit-
versetzter P2P-basierter Multimedia-Übertragungen. Erstens beschreibt
und evaluiert sie detailliert ein einziges, vollständig verteiltes P2P-
Protokoll, das gleichermassen direkte wie zeitversetzte Übertragungen
schnell lokalisieren und verteilen kann. Zweitens erfolgte die komplette
Umsetzung einer LiveShift-Anwendung für Nutzer des Systems, was re-
alitätsnahe Experimente und Vorführungen ermöglichte. Drittens unter-
sucht, vergleicht und klassifiziert dieDissertationPlaybackPolicies, die fes-
tlegen, ob das System die Wiedergabe anhält oder ob es Teile überspringt,
wenn Inhalte nicht verfügbar sind, auf ihre Auswirkungen auf das Nutzer-
erlebnis für die beiden Szenarien einer Direktübertragung und einer Über-
tragung auf Abruf. Schliesslich führt sie einen neuartigen, voll verteilten
P2P-Tracker – benannt B-Tracker – ein, der Eﬃzienz und Lastverteilung
im Vergleich zu anderen existierenden verteilten P2P-Trackern verbessert.
LiveShift wurde mittels einer vollständigen Umsetzung der Soft-
ware evaluiert zwecks Validierung seines Protokolls und der Standard-
Policies in einer realitätsnahen Umgebung unter Verwendung objektiver
Metriken zur Messung des Nutzererlebnisses, nämlich der Wartezeit bis
zum Start der Wiedergabe (Playback Lag) und dem Anteil übersprun-
gener Blöcke. Die Evaluation wurde in einer Forschungs-Testumgebung
durchgeführt und spiegelt realitätsnahe heterogene P2P-Umgebungen
wider mit entsprechend modellierten Kanalwechseln und Churn (Peers,
die das System verlassen). Darüber hinaus wurde ein breites Spek-
trum von Playback Policies umgesetzt, um ihren Einfluss auf die betra-
chtetenMetriken zurMessung desNutzerelebnisses zu zeigen. Schliesslich
bestätigten Experimente mit B-Tracker die angenommene Eﬃzienz-
Steigerung und verbesserte Lastverteilung gegenüber anderer verbreitet
eingesetzter P2P-Tracker.
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Introduction
Technology advances of the last decades, in both hardware and soft-ware, have allowed computer networks and distributed systems to
revolutionize society by enabling novel communication possibilities [112].
Such revolution stems fromthe fact that sharing information amongnumer-
ous users on the Internet has become more eﬃcient and convenient. That
includes, for instance, electronic mail, blogging, and social networks.
1.1 Multimedia Content Distribution
An important form of communication is the transmission of multimedia
content – e.g. audio, video – to large audiences, historically having been
performed using technologies such as radio, television, Video Home Sys-
tem (VHS), and DVD. The use of computer networks for this purpose of-
fers several advantages. First, it allows a much larger content variety, since
any usermay become a content provider. Besides, it enables content brows-
ing and reception from locations which are convenient for users – their liv-
ing room or mobile devices. Also, the integration with other distributed
systems, providing, for instance, metadata andmovie trailers, or social net-
works that provide recommendations, multiply the possibilities of enter-
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tainment. Consequently, the demand for multimedia streaming on the In-
ternet is increasing [53]; distributed systems such as YouTube [123], Sop-
Cast [107], and BitTorrent [9] already attract a large audience for exchange
of multimedia content.
However, the transmission of multimedia content to large audiences via
computer networks is inherently challenging. First, such type of content
has large bandwidth requirements and is highly delay-sensitive [53]. Sec-
ond, the shared media present in today’s networks, while in one hand al-
lowed them to grow at a relatively lower cost, has resulted in lack of band-
width and delay guarantees. This makes it expensive, and therefore unfea-
sible, for end users and small producers to broadcast content without using
expensive distributed systems provided by large enterprises.
The high cost is a result of the client/server (C/S) architecture adopted
by such distributed systems. Content is stored at servers that establish a
one-to-one (unicast) connection to each client, at which users are located.
Such centralized architecture is technologically simpler than distributed
ones, thus are easier to develop, debug, and control; however, it suﬀers
from cost and scalability issues, since the number of servers and their up-
stream bandwidth must scale with the number of users present. A large,
geographically-distributed C/S system – named content distribution net-
work (CDN) [100] – achieves high-performance, reliable transmission of
content to a large audience; it is, however, very costly to build and main-
tain [91].
The peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture, an alternative to C/S, has shown
to be eﬀective both to increase scalability and to decrease media publish-
ing costs, as more users join the multimedia system. This is accomplished
by allowing users to collaborate by sharing (often unused) resources, such
as upstream bandwidth and disk storage, with the broadcaster, reducing
its costs and increasing scalability. The performance of a P2P architec-
ture has been recently increasing, due to the growth in deployment of Fiber
to the Home (FTTH) technology [106], which increases upload capacity
of end users, and the escalation in IPv6 deployment [64], which makes
them better reachable. This, combined with advances in P2P protocols
and algorithms, results in P2P quickly becoming amature technology, with
2
wide-scale deployments alreadyproviding audio andvideodistribution ser-
vices [9, 95, 107]. Nonetheless, the distributed nature of P2P systems and
the lack of central control increase its overall complexity; P2P is, hence,
currently an active field of research.
Though multimedia streaming is fundamentally classified, according
to how streams are distributed and consumed, into two categories – live
streaming and Video-on-Demand (VoD) [77] –, this thesis is concerned
with a relatively newer category – time shifting (TS) [48]. Live streaming is
similar to radio and television transmissions, in the sense that each broad-
caster continually transmits the stream to a set of users, who may only re-
ceive the newest data. Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) operations, namely
pause, fast-forward and rewind are, thus, not available. This is due to live
streaming being technologically the simplest case of all, since only a few
seconds need to be stored for buﬀering purposes. SopCast [107] is a pop-
ular P2P application that provides live streaming. VoD, on the other hand,
refers to streaming of content (e.g., a movie) at the time it is requested by
the user. Since this normally assumes some storage to buﬀer content at the
client side and data is required to be transmitted also from the receiver to
the sender (for selecting and starting content playback), VCR operations
can be implemented. Tribler [95] is a popular P2P application that pro-
vides VoD. Finally, time shifting is a relatively newer concept, provided by
a digital video recorder (DVR), such as TiVo [114], that combines the ad-
vantages of live streaming and VoD, by letting users utilize the live stream
for real-time content, such as sports events, breaking news, and movie pre-
mieres, while allowing them to conveniently record the live stream. This
allows the use of VCR operations on the live stream to, like in VoD, enable
pausing and watching the content at a later, more suitable occasion.
Time-shifting is showing a dramatic increase in popularity; for instance,
in the USA, as of 2010, more than one-third of all TV owners own a DVR,
up 51 percent from the year before, and time shifting watching time has
been up 14.7 percent in the same period, while high-speed broadband In-
ternet access was in 63.5 percent of homes [24, 25]. Figure 1.1 shows a
Swiss street advertisement from February 2012 introducing the new time-
shifting functionality – commercially called “ComeBack TV” – to the pub-
3
lic; time shifting, though, is limited to 40 channels and the last 28 hours,
since the systems follows a C/S architecture. At the time of the start of this
thesis work (mid 2008), no fully-distributed P2P system supporting live
streaming and time shifting existed [48].
Hence, this thesis explores the opportunity of allowing collaboration be-
yond the current state of the art by using a single P2P architecture [85] to
deliver both live and time-shifted multimedia streams. This enables users
to store received live streams in order to distribute them in the future, thus
allowing time shifting (TS) or – if the combined storage is large – also VoD
functionality.
Figure 1.2 pictures an example of the novel use case targeted. While
some peers are interested in receiving the live stream, others wish to watch
it at a later time. This is made possible because streams are selectively
recorded by every peer, such that they can be transmitted at a later time,
as convenient. Each peer runs the same application, called LiveShift. The
collective of peers, applications, and their interactions is referred to as the
LiveShift system. This use case allows a user, without having previously pre-
pared any local recording, to watch a program from the start and jump over
uninteresting parts until seamlessly catching up with the live stream. Due
to this thesis contributions, watching pre-recorded or live content does not
require diﬀerent protocols and system architectures; these two functions
are seamlessly integrated into a single and novel protocol. Similarly, live
transmission may be used for the premiere of a movie, TV show, or news
program, when several users might watch it at the same time. Instantly and
automatically, the content is made available – since the starting time of the
premiere – to every user joining at a later time. Content providers may also
benefit from the proposed approach, since, besides general P2P properties
that reduce bandwidth costs at the provider side, moving the storage to the
end-user results in content automatically being replicated at a factor propor-
tional to its popularity and distributed to locations where it is popular. This
increases both content reliability and availability. The novel protocol does
notmandate particular architectural requirements, as it can be deployed on
computers, set top boxes, or servers provided by Internet service providers
4
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Diesen Herbst auf AXN HD:
SPIDER-MAN 3
Mit ComeBack TV kannst du Sendungen bis
zu 28 Stunden später ansehen. Denn wir
nehmen das gesamte Programm von insgesamt
40 Sendern automatisch für dich auf.
sunrise.ch/TV
Figure 1.1: Billboard advertisement of a Swiss TV operator that allows
time shifting, February 2012. In German. “Missed movie? No problem.
With ComeBack TV you can watch programs up to 28 hours later, be-
cause we record the entire program from 40 channels automatically for
you.”
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live
TS 6 s
TS 10 s
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Peer
live Live Stream
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LiveShift Protocol
LiveShift Policies
User Interface
live
TS Time-shifted
Stream
Figure 1.2: LiveShift system and use case example. Lighter boxes high-
light aspects targeted in this thesis.
(ISPs) or content distribution network (CDN) operators; providers may
include large broadcasters, as well as smaller home-based ones.
The LiveShift application is made up of several elements, but three re-
search dimensions, also pictured in Figure 1.2, are targeted particularly in
this thesis. These they diﬀer significantly from current P2P streaming ap-
plications, which support either live or on-demand streaming, and are in-
troduced in the following subsections. The first is the LiveShift protocol, a
flexible protocol that allows peers to exchange both live and time-shifted
content in a fully-distributed manner. The possibility of uniting such func-
tionality under the same protocol and application requires the analysis and
comparison of playback policies under a variety of scenarios, ranging from
under- to over-provisioned in total upload bandwidth available, in order to
conclude which are best suited for which situation. Finally, since the ar-
chitecture is fully-distributed, the development of B-Tracker, a P2P tracker
with improved load balancing and eﬃciency properties is as well required.
1.2 Basic Terminology
The following terminology is used in this thesis.
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Stream: Continuous data transmission with no obvious start and end,
c.f. Section 1.1.
Multimedia content: Combination audio, video, and possibly other
(e.g. text) streams, c.f. Section 1.1.
Live streaming: Continuous transmission and immediate consump-
tion of multimedia streams, c.f. Section 1.1.
Video-on-Demand (VoD): Streaming at the time it is requested by the
user, c.f. Section 1.1.
Time shifting (TS): Seamless switching between live streaming and
VoD, c.f. Section 1.1.
Client/Server (C/S): Architecture in which participants are split into
providers (servers) and consumers (clients), c.f. Sections 1.1, 2.1.
Peer-to-peer (P2P):Every participant has both provider and consumer
abilities, c.f. Sections 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3.
Quality-of-Service (QoS):Quality measurement of a service typically
based on packet-level metrics, c.f. Section 2.4.
Quality-of-Experience (QoE): Subjective and objective metrics for
user-centric quality measurement, c.f. Section 2.4.
1.3 IntegratedLive andTime-ShiftingP2P StreamingPro-
tocol and Application
Integrating live, time-shifted, and on-demand multimedia streaming in a
single system introduces several new challenges, since research has thus far
treated them completely separately, as described in Section 2.3.3; however,
three challenges are distinguished. First, and in stark diﬀerence with a live
streaming system, users may switch not only between channels, but also
within various time positions in a given channel, over a potentially large
time scale. Second, the asymmetry of interest [14] inherent in such sce-
nario demands a flexible protocol that does not require that peers be simul-
taneously interested in data each other has. Third, the presence of a unified
protocol that supports both live andon-demand characteristics requires the
definition of policies, that is, specific algorithms that define peer behavior
in relationship to the protocol, that are eﬀective on all scenarios.
7
This thesis identifies the decoupling between protocol and policies.
While the protocol definition characterizes the syntax and semantic ofmes-
sages exchanged between peers, local decisions, such as when to send such
messages to which peers, how to prioritize allocation of scarce resources
(e.g., bandwidth and storage), and how to behave when requests time out
or content is unavailable, are defined as policies. The protocol is flexible re-
garding the definition of diﬀerent policies, which is a recognition of the fact
that peers will attempt to define policies according to their own preference
and interest.
Therefore, in this thesis, the LiveShift protocol [46], a new, flexible proto-
col that supports the envisioned use case, and a set of preliminary policies
to be used with the protocol, are defined and evaluated. Protocol evalua-
tion uses a full reference implementation – called the LiveShift application
– , to allow user experience to be realistically evaluated, as well as inter-
dependencies among diﬀerent policies to be investigated, a full reference
client implementation was also developed. While simulations would allow
evaluating a larger number of peers in the system, these produce less real-
istic results, since a simplified logic is employed andmany assumptions are
in place.
The LiveShift protocol and a set of initial policies have been researched,
designed and implemented as part of the LiveShift application in order to
be evaluated under realistic assumptions. User behavior has been defined
from traces [18], including channel switching patterns. Three realistic sce-
narios, with diﬀerent levels of scenario load, have been selected, to show
system performance in a variety of situations that are increasingly challeng-
ing for P2P systems. Playback lag, described in Sections 3.5 and 4.1, is em-
ployed as Quality-of-Experience (QoE) indicator metric – also referred to,
for the sake of readability, as QoE metric. Evaluation results show that the
defineduse caseof integrating live and time-shiftedmultimedia streaming is
supported in a fully-distributed scenario. Playback lag remains lower than
60 seconds of transmission for over 95 percent of the peers in the inves-
tigated scenarios. The system also shows good resilience to churn (peers
joining and leaving the system), and switching channels. TheLiveShift pro-
tocol is the first fully-decentralized, mesh-pull protocol designed for both
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live streaming and VoD, and which has been tested to include the eﬀects of
peer channel browsing behavior.
1.4 Playback Policies
Content availability in LiveShift or any other streaming system is aﬀected
bynetwork and server conditions, possibly causing content not to be down-
loaded on time to be played. The challenge increases in P2P systems
due to, e.g., poorly managed networks, asymmetric bandwidth of peers,
traﬃc-shaping at ISPs, free-riding, limited view of peers, and the fact that
users change their interest frequently – switching channels and, in case of
LiveShift, also time shifting. Content may even be available in the P2P sys-
tem, but not downloaded before its playback, due to, for example, the only
peers that can provide the respective content having allocated all their up-
load capacity to serve other peers. The term content availability is, thus, de-
fined in terms of content downloaded before its playback deadline.
This thesis defines the playback policy as the decision on, when content
is unavailable, whether to stall playback, or skip to a block that has already
been downloaded. Though any P2Pmultimedia streaming system needs to
implement a playback policy, current systems either omit this information,
or adopt an arbitrarily-defined policy. Out of the set of policies identified
in the development of the LiveShift protocol, the playback policy is the one
that has received the least attention by the research community. Thus, this
thesis also defines, compares and documents the eﬀect of diﬀerent playback
policies under both live and on-demand situations.
In the scope of playback policies, this thesis investigates how diﬀerent
playback policies aﬀect user experience in a P2Pmultimedia streaming sys-
tem, and defines which playback policies are most suitable for live and
on-demand scenarios [49]. A classification and generalization of diﬀer-
ent playback policies are therefore performed, allowing them to be fairly
compared under a constant set of parameters. These policies have been
implemented in LiveShift, in order to be evaluated using a real client im-
plementation, and compared under a variety of carefully-selected scenarios
and parameters, as follows. Scenarios ranged from under- to over-loaded
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regarding the ratio between total number of peers and total upload capac-
ity. Policy parameters were selected based on values seen in the literature,
complemented by additional numbers that reveal interesting properties.
1.5 Fully-distributed P2P Tracker
Having defined the LiveShift protocol with the desired properties and in-
vestigated playback policies under live and on-demand streaming scenario,
this thesis has identified the opportunity of advancing the state-of-the-
art on fully-distributed P2P trackers. Trackers [9] are important building
blocks used inP2P systems for provider discovery–mapping resources, such
as files or stream segments, to providers, that is, peers that announce the
ability to provide them.
Today’s most popular P2P systems, e.g., the original BitTorrent [23],
employ a hybrid architecture, in which although large data transfers are
done using a P2P approach, the tracker still follows a C/S approach. C/S-
based trackers do not fully benefit from P2P properties, such as no single
point of failure, scalability, load balancing, and the lack of a central au-
thority. Therefore, diﬀerent types of distributed trackers have been de-
ployed. Distributed hash tables (DHTs) are natural candidates and thus
have been used as distributed trackers [26, 109], since their main func-
tionality is mapping keys (content) into values (providers), but these show
poor load balancing characteristics, since content popularity distribution is
approximately power law. Another way of designing a distributed tracker
is using a gossip protocol, such as Peer Exchange (PEX) [10, 92], to allow
peers to spread information about potential providers, but information is
spread is slowly and ineﬃciently.
This thesis, thus, defines a novel distributed tracker, named B-Tracker
(Balanced Tracker) [50], to improve both eﬃciency and load balancing
of fully-distributed P2P trackers. The main idea is that each provider be-
comes itself a tracker for the resources it provides, and Bloom filters [11]
are used to avoid unnecessary redundancy. B-Trackermay be used not only
by LiveShift, but by any P2P application that uses a tracker to locate possi-
ble providers. These include file-sharing applications, such as BitTorrent,
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but delay-sensitive applications, such as LiveShift, enjoy additional ben-
efits by requesting peers when those are needed, since B-Tracker is pull-
based. Evaluations show that the proposed approach achieves both better
eﬃciency and load balancing when compared to a pure DHT and PEX ap-
proaches.
1.6 Thesis Contributions
Motivated by the above observations, this thesis makes the following con-
tributions to the field of time-shifted P2P multimedia streaming:
1. developing, implementing, and evaluating a flexible and fully-de-
centralized P2P protocol, capable of supporting live streaming, time-
shifting, and VoD in an integrated manner, while taking asymmetry
of interest into account, being eﬃcient, tolerating peers joining and
leaving the system and switching channels, allowing diﬀerent poli-
cies to be instantiated, ultimately showing the system’s ability to find
content and upstream capacity quickly enough to sustain a low play-
back lag relatively to the playback position;
2. defining the term playback policy, aswell as defining and investigating
playback policies under diﬀerent scenarios andparameters, to under-
stand how they aﬀect user experience on P2Pmultimedia streaming
systems, and finally, which playback policies are most suitable for
each situation;
3. introducing, defining, and evaluating a pull-based, fully-distributed
tracker capable of finding content providerswith improved eﬃciency
and load balancing when compared to the current state-of-the-art;
and
4. developing a reference client implementation for overall instantiation
and validation of the main concepts of this thesis in a practical man-
ner, allowing presentation of demonstrations, and contributing to
the open-source and research communities.
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This thesis is based on several publications that compose contributions
in the following areas: LiveShift protocol, policies, and client implemen-
tation [45, 46, 48]; playback policies [49]; and B-Tracker [50, 51]. These
contributions do represent important and innovative advancements in both
research and operations of P2P multimedia streaming systems.
1.7 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents re-
lated work on concepts that lay the technical foundation upon which this
thesis stands; that includes file-sharing and multimedia streaming systems
in general, including on systems that provide time-shifting functionality, as
well as more specifically playback policies and distributed trackers.
Chapter 3 defines the LiveShift architecture, protocol, and policies, in-
cluding implementation and evaluation results. Evaluation was performed
in a test bed, with the system fully implemented, by relying on realistic peer
behavior modeled from traces, including channel switching and churn, to
successfully capture the defined QoE metric of a real running system. This
validates the LiveShift Protocol and initial set of policies in a realistic envi-
ronment, setting the foundation for supporting the envisioned use case.
Out of the important policies that have been identified, Chapter 4 ana-
lyzes playback policies in depth, defining and evaluating with experiments
theperformanceof diﬀerent playbackpolicies for live andon-demandvideo
streaming under a wide range of parameter and scenario choices. Evalua-
tionswere alsomade in a test bed using trace-driven peer behavior, focusing
on the QoE metric obtained with diﬀerent playback policies and parame-
ters.
Since the system is fully-distributed and must show good eﬃciency and
load balancing properties, Chapter 5 focuses on the problem of distributed
trackers, more specifically the B-Tracker approach, introducing its defini-
tions and evaluation results that show its better eﬃciency and load balanc-
ing properties compared to other distributed tracker approaches. Exper-
iments focus on eﬃciency and load balancing of tracker messages and to
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stress that B-Tracker can be used for a variety of P2P applications, includ-
ing both streaming and file sharing.
LiveShift has been fully implemented and published as an open-source
application [78]. Chapter 6 features the LiveShift application, including
screenshots that illustrate its main functionality. In addition, implementa-
tion of playback policies and B-Tracker in LiveShift are specified.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, summarizing contributions and
key findings, and suggests future work.
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2
RelatedWork
Using technology for sharing information, including multimediacontent, has been done for decades, using, for instance, devices for
copying, storing, distributing, and reproducing music and video, such as
cassette and VHS tapes. The development of computer networks and dis-
tributed systems, especially P2P systems, has transformed, though, the
way users collaborate and share content [85], by allowing massive con-
tent sharing. This chapter presents technologieswhich are important build-
ing blocks for LiveShift, including P2P file sharing systems, P2P multime-
dia streaming systems,Quality-of-Service andQuality-of-Experience, play-
backpolicies for video streaming, anddistributed tracker approaches. Since
there are many commercial systems that do not reveal their specific algo-
rithms (e.g. SopCast [107]), their details are not made available.
2.1 Content Distribution Architectures
In a C/S architecture, each client that is interested in receiving data (e.g.,
downloading a file or a video stream) establishes a connection to a cen-
tral server, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. This means that the server must
potentially store and upload a very large amount of data, which creates a
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Figure 2.1: C/S architecture
bottleneck at the server’s network connection and storage devices. Thus,
the number of servers, their bandwidth, and hence, their maintenance cost,
grow as the number of clients increases [85].
P2P systems have emerged in the late 1990s as distributed systems that
use computer networks, in particular the Internet, to allow users to explore
often unused resources, such as bandwidth, central processing unit (CPU)
cycles, and storage, to collaborate on providing a service – for example,
transferring files or streaming multimedia content. Such systems eliminate
the bottleneck at the server by reducing their load significantly (in case of
hybrid architectures), or even (in case of pure-P2P architectures) elimi-
nating completely the need for servers, since the server role is distributed
through the clients. The software running at the users’ premises are called
peers [85], since they are functionally identical – all peers are able to per-
form both server and client roles. SETI@home [104] is an example of an
early P2P system – released in 1999 – that utilizes user CPU power in the
search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) by analyzing radio telescope
data.
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In order to provide the intended services, P2P systems often build an
overlay network [21], on top of the Internet, that provides independent
addressing and routing schemes. This gives P2P systems the freedom to
implement their own addressing and routing protocols and algorithms, in-
dependently from the underlying network.
Much of the technology used for P2P multimedia streaming traces its
origins to P2P file sharing. Thus, an overview on P2P file sharing systems
and protocols is first presented in this chapter, providing essential back-
ground, historical, and technical information. Then, existing approaches
for P2P multimedia streaming, including live streaming, VoD, and finally
time-shifting systems, are described, the latter being compared regarding
important properties, such as application in a fully-distributed architecture,
overlay topology, and evaluation of user experience. Then, a survey of play-
back policies adopted by existing P2P streaming systems is presented. Fi-
nally, related work about P2P trackers, important elements in P2P systems
for peer and content discovery, is described and compared.
2.2 P2P File Sharing Systems and Protocols
It was in June 1999 that the P2P systemNapster was released, oﬀering a file
sharing service that was used primarily for distribution of multimedia con-
tent, in particular music [101]. Napster employed a hybrid architecture, as
illustrated in Figure 2.2, in which file transfers happened directly between
pairs of peers, decreasing server traﬃc considerably. A central server was
still in place, being responsible for performing keyword search and keep-
ing mappings between files and peers that held them. A peer interested in
downloading a file would first contact the server to retrieve a list of peers
providing the file; then, eachof these peers directly to set up the file transfer.
Napster’s P2P architecture has revolutionized file sharing, and its usage has
peaked with more than 26 million users worldwide in February 2001 [38].
However, due to having been repeatedly sued for “engaging in, or facilitat-
ing others in, copying, downloading, uploading, transmitting, or distribut-
ing copyrighted musical compositions or sound recordings” [16], Napster
was forced to shut down its entire network in July 2001. Shutting down
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Napster was possible due to its main weakness – the presence of a central
server.
Gnutella has been released inMarch 2000 [39], having been designed to
overcome Napster’s main weakness by adopting a fully-decentralized (i.e.
pure-P2P) architecture, as pictured in Figure 2.3. Gnutella is classified as
an unstructured P2P system, since peers are connected to a random set
of other peers known as neighbors. A flooding technique is employed on
the overlay for keyword search and obtention of a set of peers holding a
particular file. Flooding consists on sending query messages to all neigh-
bors, which in turn forward the query to their neighbors, until a maxi-
mum hop count is exhausted. Reply messages containing peers which are
providers for the file sought after are returned to the original peer. This
simple mechanism is eﬀective for locating highly-replicated data and is re-
silient to churn [80], that is, peers joining and leaving the systemwith ahigh
frequency, which is expected in a P2P system, since peers are in fact users
that are not expected to always remain connected. The main drawbacks of
Gnutella are (a) that flooding does not scale well, as the number of query
messages grows exponentially to the number of connected peers, (b) that it
may not find rare content, since flooding reaches a limited number of peers,
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and (c) the increasing number of peers that refuse to contribute to other
peers, namely free riders [4].
Released in July 2001, BitTorrent [9, 124] brought important innova-
tions to the field. The system is designed to discourage free riding by im-
plementing an incentive mechanism based on tit-for-tat (TFT) [6, 23], in
which peers prioritize uploading data to peers that have providedmost data
in the recent past. Files are split into small (typically 256-kByte) chunks,
to decrease overhead and improve distribution of large files, since chunks
are downloaded in a rarest-first [69] order that increases chunk availability
with high churn. BitTorrent’s architecture follows a hybrid P2P architec-
ture, as exemplified in Figure 2.4, employing servers – called trackers – to
provide content to peermapping, but unlikeNapster, the system is not lim-
ited to a single server; multiple servers can be used simultaneously, which
improves system stability and scalability.
BitTorrent trackers may also be designed with a pure P2P architecture
by using Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) as a substrate [80]. DHTs pro-
vide scalable, fully-distributed algorithms to locate, store, and retrieve key-
values mappings, which are useful, for instance, to implement keyword
search and provider look-up functions required by P2P file sharing systems.
Such systems are considered structured P2P systems, since connections
among peers are well-defined. Though there are several DHT implementa-
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tions, such as Chord [110], Pastry [99], and Kademlia [84], they all share
the important property of scalability, since all operations result in a number
ofmessages only logarithmically proportional to the number of peers in the
system.
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Figure 2.4: BitTorrent P2P architecture
Several other P2P systems that have emerged in the early 2000s have as
well attracted numerous users, among which are FastTrack [73] and eDon-
key [52, 116]. P2P traﬃc has been measured to account for the majority
of all Internet traﬃc today, and the bulk of this traﬃc stems from BitTor-
rent [22, 47, 102]. Besides having attracted great attention from users and
developers, P2P systemshave received large interest from the research com-
munity as well, with several authors focusing, for instance, in overcoming
malicious peer behavior and improving security [13, 35, 79, 117], explor-
ing traﬃc localization [7, 58], increasing ability to cope with churn [98],
and reducing the dependence on centralized trackers via DHTs [26] and
the peer exchange (PEX) [92] protocol.
2.3 P2PMultimedia Streaming Systems and Protocols
While P2P file-sharing systems support the exchange of any file type, they
are primarily used for exchange of complete multimedia files [124]. They,
however, do not support multimedia streaming, that is, simultaneously
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downloading and decoding (i.e. watching) content. A P2P system for mul-
timedia streaming diﬀers significantly to one designed for file sharing, due
to its inherent asymmetrical nature – streams are bound to travel a single
direction in the overlay – and its stringent time constraints – content needs
to be located and downloaded [15, 49, 77, 87].
Employing a P2P architecture for multimedia streaming brings both ad-
vantages and challenges. A C/S architecture using unicast is technically
simpler, but shows scalability problems and high cost, particularly with
bandwidth. IP multicast, first standardized in 1985 [29] to solve those
problems, has suﬀered a multitude of updates, e.g., for inter-domain rout-
ing [30], yet it has failed to achieve a global deployment due to both techni-
cal and commercial reasons [32]. Thus, several P2P architectures to multi-
media streaming have been proposed; some systems already gather a signif-
icant number of users [53]. While P2P traﬃc has the largest share of Inter-
net traﬃc today, Internet video streaming traﬃc has tripled in 2010,making
Internet video become 40 percent of consumer Internet traﬃc [22].
Multimedia streaming is classified here into the three categories, accord-
ing to how content is distributed and consumed by users: live streaming,
Video-on-Demand (VoD), and time shifting (TS). Although diﬀerences
might seem minor from a user’s perspective, technological diﬀerences are
fundamental [87]. The following subsections provide a technical overview
on each category.
2.3.1 P2P Live Streaming
P2P live streaming systems oﬀer the functionality of regular television and
radio broadcasts over the Internet, thus supporting a much higher num-
ber of simultaneous transmissions (channels), since it uses the Internet as
medium instead of radio waves, which are highly regulated. The set of avail-
able user operations in live streaming is small, since only the live stream is
propagated on the overlay; video cassette recorder (VCR) operations, such
as pausing, rewinding, and fast forwarding, are unavailable. In live stream-
ing, all peers are interested in downloading and playing back the livest pos-
sible content within a channel, that is, approximately the same data [83];
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in addition, they cannot download at a rate faster than the stream is gener-
ated [87]. These are common assumptions present in systems designed for
providing live multimedia streaming [103].
Early P2P live streaming systems have adopted a single-tree-based over-
lay topology, rooted at the stream source – the peercaster. Every peer re-
ceives the stream from a single parent and pushes it to a set of children, as
depicted in Figure 2.5. The architecture is similar to IPmulticast; examples
are Overcast [62] and ESM [21]. Although it uses simple concepts, the
single tree topology has intrinsic drawbacks that have prevented a large de-
ployment from becoming reality. Upload capacity is heavily underutilized,
since leaf nodes cannot provide bandwidth to other nodes and there is only
a single stream to be distributed [17]. It also does not perform well under
high levels of churn [77], as a whole sub-tree is negatively aﬀected every
time a peer joins or leaves the system.
In an attempt to overcome these problems, amultiple-tree overlay topol-
ogy has been proposed; SplitStream [17] is a popular example. The orig-
inal stream is divided into substreams using multiple description coding
(MDC) [40], such that peers can continue playing the video stream even
if some substreams are missing. As pictured in Figure 2.6, each substream
is then pushed through a diﬀerent tree, ameliorating the leaf-set problem.
It also reduces the impact of a peer leaving the network, since peers can
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continue playing the stream without interruptions even with some miss-
ing descriptions, despite the degraded image quality. The multiple-tree
topology, though, also has fundamental problems. The tree structure limits
the formation of the overlay, resulting in sub-optimal resource allocation.
Besides, its tree maintenance algorithm is expensive in terms of time and
network overhead and does not perform well with variable network con-
ditions, since background traﬃc and congestion still produce a cascading
eﬀect [82].
Most modern commercial P2P streaming applications, such as Sop-
Cast [107], PPLive [96], CoolStreaming [71], and PRIME [83] adopt the
mesh overlay topology [81, 82]. The video stream is divided into chunks
that are routed through the overlay with no fixed structure, and a gossip
protocol is employed so peers communicate which chunks they hold. The
topology, exemplified in Figure 2.7, shows excellent resilience to churn and
good scalability, at the same time being very adaptable to varying traﬃc
conditions, since a block that is not downloaded quickly enough may be
promptly retried from another peer. However, these advantages come with
a higher overhead, due to the gossip protocol and the fact that each block
must be pulled (that is, requested) individually [82].
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A hybrid push-pull topology has also been proposed [125], which at-
tempts to combine the advantages of both tree and mesh. It consists on
using a pull-based topology initially, then switching to push. Such systems
are yet to show a large deployment on the Internet.
Independently from the type of high-level structure used to distribute
the video stream, end-user QoE is still not satisfactory, with start-up delay
ranging from several seconds to a few minutes for live channels [53, 77].
2.3.2 P2P VoD
P2P VoD systems are appropriate for distribution of pre-recorded content,
such as movies and TV shows, because they allow users to select programs
to watch them from the beginning at a convenient time. VCR operations
are possible, depending on the specific implementation, allowing users to
pause playback, as well as skip to diﬀerent playback positions [19]. A com-
mon assumption is that content has been pre-encoded and is of known size.
From an architectural point of view, diﬀerences between live streaming
and VoD systems are numerous [87]. In comparison with P2P live stream-
ing, P2P VoD oﬀers on one hand a lower opportunity for collaboration,
since users playback positions are more diverse. Hence, it is much more
diﬃcult to alleviate the bottleneck at the peercaster’s upstream link [60].
However, downloaded content might still be interesting to other users in
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the future, so they can be stored, which increases their availability, while
in live streaming, no peer is ever done downloading. A further important
diﬀerence is that, on live streaming, the download rate is limited by the rate
at which the stream is generated at the source, while VoD oﬀers the ability
of buﬀeringmore content ahead of playback. Overall, there exists currently
far fewer widely-deployed P2P VoD than P2P live streaming systems [19].
One important reason is the support for VCR operations, which increases
overlay dynamics.
P2Cast [42] an example of an early P2P VoD system that has adapted
a tree structure to provide a VoD service. Peers are positioned in diﬀerent
trees, according to their arrival time. Video streams that are not available
via any of the trees are downloaded as patches from any peer. Similarly to
tree-based schemes, P2VoD [34] clusters peers according to their joining
times. These systems, however, suﬀer from the same problems that hinder
tree-based live streaming systems, namely waste of upload bandwidth and
low resilience to churn.
The mesh-pull topology has as well been adopted by systems such as
BiToS [118] and BASS [28], which aim on modifying the BitTorrent pro-
tocol to support VoD by, for example, modifying block and peer selection
algorithms for in-order downloading and locality-awareness. RINDY [19]
andVMesh [122] focus on allowingVCRoperations on a P2PVoD system,
the former by organizing peers in concentric rings according to the similar-
ity of the content they hold, and the latter by considering a fully-distributed
scenario. PPLive [96] is a proprietary, China-based video streaming and
distribution system that has published [60] an insight into algorithms and
usage of their widely-deployed system.
2.3.3 P2P Live Streaming with Time Shifting Support
The idea of aP2P livemultimedia streaming system that supports time shift-
ing is relatively new. Related work [31, 37, 43, 65, 68, 74, 75] has mostly
relied, instead, on the separate and independent distribution of live and
time-shifted streams. The seamless transition between live and time-shifted
operation, as provided by LiveShift, has remained elusive. Further diﬀer-
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ences between these publications and the present one can be found in sev-
eral aspects, including architecture and evaluation metrics. [31] is inter-
ested in evaluating the distribution of data availability and expected num-
ber of available peers, not the QoE obtained by users. [37] is very short
and presents no insights or evaluation. In both [74] and [75], evaluation is
very limited regardingQoE, since the impact of a higher number of failed re-
quests is not clear – in addition, in thisworkpeers need to store streams they
never watched, only to be able to serve them to other peers. [43, 65, 68] are
concerned with a centrally-controlled system for the sole distribution of
time-shifted streams. [65] investigates scheduling schemes that support-
ingHD-quality streamingon small-bandwidth scenarios. [68] is concerned
with evaluating replication schemes in a fully-cooperative environment.
[43] describes its architecture and policies used for peer selection and in a
closed, centralized, fully-cooperative environment. Though these research
papers do not envision a fully-distributed, integrated P2P distribution of
live and time-shifted multimedia streams, they do provide interesting ini-
tial insights in providing a P2P time-shifted multimedia streaming service.
Both SPPM [88] and PACUS [76] unify live and time-shifted stream-
ing as envisioned in LiveShift, but suggest a hybrid P2P architecture, with
a central entity holding a complete view of which stream segments every
peer has, like Napster. Thus, this may become a single point of failure
and result in scalability problems when the number of peers is very high,
there are many streams, there is a flash crowd, or churn is high. In addi-
tion, it requires additional infrastructure (the central tracker) to be in place,
which is costly to bemaintained, thus particularly undesirable in a scenario
with small peercasters, e.g., users broadcasting from their homes. The first
of these, SPPM, adopts a multiple-tree overlay topology, which has been
shown to perform badly with dynamic network conditions and churn [82],
when compared with a mesh topology. Such conditions, though, are ex-
actly what is expected when users are allowed to both switch channels
and rapidly change their media playback position. Further, the evaluation
of SPPM relies on simulations in which every peer is always able to up-
load at a rate twice the bit rate of the stream. This kind of reliable over-
provisioning, while simplifyingmany problems, is unrealistic in a P2P envi-
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ronment where bandwidth availability is expected to fluctuate. The second
of theseworks, PACUS, presents amodel based onmultiple-interval graphs
and several optimization strategies that can be used by a central trackerwith
a global view. Peers are assumed to always transfer complete 1-minute-long
chunks to each other, which is problematic when peers need to download
diﬀerent chunks from diﬀerent peers, each at speed lower than the bit rate
of the stream, and combine them on time for playback. It is probably due
to this fact that their evaluation only considers peer capacities which are in-
teger multiples of the stream bitrate. Finally, the results presented concern
only the reduction of bandwidth at the provider side, which are a natural
consequence of using a P2P architecture, but overlook the issue of user ex-
perience.
NPR [89] focuses on pre-fetching strategies for a fully-cooperative
mesh-based P2P live video streaming with support for time-shifting. The
work is complementary to the proposed in this thesis, as it is concerned
with someof thepolicies identified–block selection, upload, anddownload
peer selection policies. However, some simplifying unrealistic assumptions
are made by the authors, namely (a) that every peer can always upload at
least at the bitrate of the live stream, (b) full chunks are always successfully
transferred, (c) the server has unlimited upload capacity, thus user experi-
ence is always perfect, and (d) peers always send truthful reports including
which chunks are urgent. The paper is not interested in user experience,
but solely in reducing server bandwidth consumption. In this sense, the
reference implementation of LiveShift may be useful.
A classification of diﬀerent multimedia streaming systems according to
category and architecture type is given in Table 2.1. The LiveShift system
primarily fills the gap of oﬀering a fully-distributed service of live and TS
streaming.
Furthermore, Table 2.2 summarizes related work focusing on an inte-
grated approach of live and TS multimedia streaming. LiveShift is distin-
guished, not only by adopting a fully-distributed architecture, but as well
by its usage and evaluation assumptions. Peer upload capacities are con-
sidered the most scarce resource in such systems, due to asymmetric band-
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Table 2.1: Selection of major multimedia streaming systems according
to category and architecture
Category C/S Hybrid P2P Fully
Distributed
Live Zattoo SopCast, PPLive PRIME
VoD NetFlix, Joost,
YouTube
RINDY, BiTOS,
PPLive
VMesh
Live + TS/VoD N/A SPPM, PACUS, NPR LiveShift
width provisioning by operators, which in fact drives development of P2P
systems. The assumption on those capacities, thus, dramatically influence
results obtained by measurements. As seen on the table, related work has,
until now, assumed a rather optimistic distribution of upload capacities,
not only assuming that every peer is always able to upload the stream to
at least one other peer, but also assuming a constant rate. In reality, some
peers might be able to upload only a fraction of the stream, and the rate
may vary due to congestion and competition from other traﬃc flows. Fur-
ther, SPPM uses peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [61] as a QoE metric,
which is an improvement over other works that do not consider user met-
rics; however, while PSNR is an appropriate metric to compare diﬀerent
video encoding and decoding algorithms, it is not applicable in scenarios
where stalling is possible, which is the case with most P2P systems. In con-
trast, LiveShift uses a complete software implementation to evaluate user
experience in realistic scenarios, including channel switching at a high fre-
quency and a majority of peers with low upload capacity, starting from a
fraction of the stream bitrate. Further, performance evaluations include
metrics that relate directly to user experience. Finally, LiveShift’s evalua-
tions are performed with full implementations, allowing a more realistic
insight into inter-dependencies among diﬀerent factors that influence its
performance.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of P2P systems that support integrated live and
time shifting streaming. x stands for the bit rate (video + audio) of the
stream.
Work Evaluation
Method
Peer Upload
Capacities
QoE
Evaluation
SPPM simulations always 2x yes
PACUS simulations only integer
multiples of x
no
NPR simulations at least 1x no
LiveShift full implementation
and emulations
at least :5x yes
2.4 Quality-of-Service andQuality-of-Experience
Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Quality-of-Experience (QoE) are two re-
lated terms commonly used for definingmetrics for evaluation and compar-
ison of multimedia streaming systems. This section provides an overview
on both and argues for the QoE metric used in the evaluation of LiveShift
contained in this thesis.
A precise definition of QoS depends on context [36]. In literature, it
may refer to user perception of the service, but also to the set of connection
parameters required for a particular service quality to be achieved [108].
According to [3], QoS is divided in three categories – intrinsic, perceived,
and assessed. Intrinsic QoS stems purely from technical aspects, including
transport protocols and provisioning of network access, terminations, and
connections, mostly made of packet-level metrics such as bit rate, packet
delay, jitter, and packet loss rate. Perceived QoS manifests user experience,
being characterized by the user expectations and observed performance.
The assessedQoSmeasures the decision of the user to remainwith a service
provider or not, encompassing quality but also other aspects, including ser-
vice price and other similar oﬀers [108]. Still, the term QoS is often used
in literature referring exclusively to intrinsic QoS.
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QoEhas very recently attracted increased attention from academia [57],
and encompasses mostly perceived quality metrics. Two basic measure-
ment types are present – subjective and objective. A typical subjectiveQoE
metric is the mean opinion score (MOS), which is directly determined by
humans rating a media transmission. Although it is convenient to have a
single number summarize user experience, amultitude of both internal and
external factors can influence thismetric –quality of the transmission, inter-
est and expectations of users, type of content, properties of display and light
conditions, and cultural and psychological background of users are only a
few important factors. Besides, experiments are very time-intensive and re-
quire hundreds of probands, thus being very costly. Because of these draw-
backs, objective QoE has been defined as automated procedures involving
algorithms that approximate subjective QoE without requiring active rat-
ings by users [36, 56]. These works, though very interesting, consider only
short movie streams. The full ramifications of playback in LiveShift, which
encompass factors illustrated in detail in Section 4.1 – particularly playback
lag that increases with larger start-up delays and interruptions during the
streaming session (stalling) and possibility to skip content to decrease play-
back lag avoiding interruptions, combined with playback that may be live
(or close to live in case of TS) – are yet to be addressed by an objective
QoE model.
Hence, in this thesis, a reasonable assumption that the used application-
levelQoSmetrics –mainly playback lag and number of skipped blocks – are
tangible,measurable, comparable, and relate directly toQoE. Further, these
metrics are independent of video encoding and decoding algorithms, user
expectation, and environmental, sociological, and cultural factors. Based
on these facts, application-layer QoSmetric, namely playback lag and share
of skipped blocks, are used in this thesis as QoE indicatormetric (QoEmet-
ric). These terms are thoroughly defined in Section 4.1.
2.5 Playback Policies
Although numerous research target P2P video streaming, most are con-
cerned with diﬀerent types of overlays (e.g., tree, mesh) [81], peer selec-
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tion strategies [5], or incentive mechanisms for peer contribution [94].
Though the implementation of a playback policy is required in any video
streaming system, it is often omitted. Those systems that do describe the
adopted playback policy are introduced in this section.
The most popular P2P live video streaming applications, such as Sop-
Cast [107], are proprietary anddonot disclose in detail their policies. Mea-
surements [103] suggest that these systems, after performing initial buﬀer-
ing, employ awindow thatmoves at constant speed, skipping all blocks that
are not downloaded on time. The assumption is that, since streaming is live,
maintaining liveness is more important than attempting to play every sin-
gle block. It also helps keep peers mutually interested in a narrow content
window. Such policy is also used on research papers that model live P2P
systems [66].
For VoD, the assumption is frequently the opposite. Since liveness is not
important, an intuitive policy would be, after performing initial buﬀering,
stall every time a block to be played is missing. In a P2P system, though,
suchpolicy could causeplayback to stall for a very long time in case there are
a few very rare blocks. TheVoDP2P client Tribler [86] addresses this issue
by stalling playback only if less than 50 percent of a 10-second playback
buﬀer is filled; otherwise, it skips to the next available piece.
The work presented in [87] also uses Tribler for VoD, but adopts a dif-
ferent policy. Playback is stalled until a 10-second-long buﬀer is filled and
the remaining download time is less than the duration of the video plus 20
percent. The policy does not allow skipping.
Gridcast [20] is a P2P VoD system which playback policy consists on
stalling if a block is not available at its playback deadline, and attempting to
play it up to 10 times. If the block still has not been downloaded, playback
skips to the next block. Initial buﬀering is 10 seconds, and each block is 1
second long.
LiveShift [46] adopts a unified policy for live and on-demand streaming
which consists on skipping n contiguous missing blocks if and only if the
peer holds at least 2n contiguous blocks immediately after those, otherwise
stalling. It aims not to let peers stall for long in case only a fewblocks are not
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available from current neighbors, while skipping if there is a good chance
of continuing playback without interruptions.
While all those publications discuss briefly the playback policy adopted,
they do not oﬀer a plausible proof or justification to why such algorithms
and parameters were chosen in the foreseen scenarios, and, as described,
are not comparable under a consistent set of parameters. Thus, the formal
definition leading to a comparison of QoEmetrics resulting from the adop-
tion of each playback policy is highly needed, in particular in the environ-
ment proposed in this thesis, since it includes both live and TS streaming
abilities.
2.6 Distributed Tracker Approaches
Diﬀerent types of distributed trackers have been proposed and deployed so
the tracker can benefit from P2P properties. They are divided into DHT
approaches and gossiping. Both approaches have drawbacks that promote
the development of a novel distributed tracker, as described in the next sub-
sections.
Distributed hash tables (DHTs), such asKAD[26, 109], are able tomap
keys (e.g., content) into values (e.g., providers). DHT functionality needs to
bemodified to allow several values to be added to a single key and to return
a random subset of those values when queried. DHT-based trackers are
pull-based, which allows a peer to retrieve a new set of providers as soon as
and only as long as it is needed. The fact that a random subset is returned,
regardless of which providers the requester already has already obtained,
reduces its eﬃciency, since a large amount of traﬃcmay be used to transfer
useless providers.
Another important problem is load balancing. Content popularity re-
sembles a power-law distribution, as seen in Figure 2.8, which displays how
many peers are interested in obtaining or providing torrent files (a collec-
tion of files) atThePirate Bay [47]. SinceDHTs keep a constant number of
replicas per key-value pair, peers responsible for tracking popular content
have a much higher load than others.
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Figure 2.8: Popularity of torrents at The Pirate Bay
There is extensive academic work in improving load balancing in DHTs,
dating back to more than 10 years [27, 97]. However, as of today, it is still
an unsolved problem [59]. The main drawback of several approaches [27,
97, 111] is that they consider load inDHTsmerely the number of key-value
pairs stored by each peer, disregarding access patterns. This is a problem for
P2P trackers due to the expected power-law distribution of content popu-
larity. While key-value pairs in P2P trackers occupy little disk space, upload
bandwidth is limited.
A common approach is to use the concept of virtual servers [59, 97,
105, 121], which allows storage responsibility of key-value pairs to be ex-
changed among peers. Peers are classified into heavy peers (ones that are
overloaded) and light peers (underloaded). These works diﬀer by the way
in which virtual servers are transferred from heavy to light peers, and how
each category is identified. Using a virtual server approach would certainly
improve load distribution in P2P trackers, but it also bring undesirable side
eﬀects. As each virtual server contains several key-value pairs, as soon as
a single pair becomes popular, all other ones are as well replicated, even if
they are not popular, which is ineﬃcient. Besides, a movement cost [59] is
always associatedwith each virtual server replication, even if those aremin-
imized [105]. Hence, implementations of such techniques are not widely
used in P2P trackers.
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Finally, since those DHT load balancing schemes are generic in nature,
they do not explore properties that are present when using DHTs specif-
ically as P2P trackers. The contribution opportunity lies in the fact that
movement cost in tracker approaches can be eliminated by allowing peers
to cache information they would nonetheless retrieve.
Another way of designing a distributed tracker is using a gossip protocol,
such as Peer Exchange (PEX) [33, 44, 92], which is implemented by several
BitTorrent clients as an extension of the original protocol. Using PEX does
not eliminate the need for a tracker, since every peer must still contact the
tracker (C/S or DHT) in order to receive its first provider list.
Though diﬀerent implementations of PEX exist, their main idea is that
peers keep their neighbors informed about their current neighbor set. This
is generally done by periodically (e.g., once a minute) sending messages
containing sets of added and removed neighbors [10] to every neighbor.
When new providers are needed, peers select those peers that appear least
frequently as their neighbors’ neighbors. The reason why less popular ones
are chosen is that those are probably newly arrived andneednewneighbors.
Load balancing is expected to be improved in PEX, since every peer is re-
sponsible for sending regular update messages. But, since gossip protocols
are push-based, they need to consider a trade-oﬀ on the frequency of gossip
messages sent. If sent less frequently, the information is spreadmore slowly,
whichmay be troublesome, especially for delay-sensitive applications, such
as video streaming. If sent more frequently, eﬃciency decreases, as infor-
mation will be more redundant.
Table 2.3 shows a comparison between the expected eﬃciency and load
balancing properties of DHT, PEX and B-Tracker, summarizing properties
described. Eﬃciency refers to the traﬃc generated per peer to spread the
knowledge of providers, while load balancing refers to how well the traﬃc
is distributed among the peers.
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Table 2.3: Distributed tracker related work comparison
Approach Eﬃciency Load Balancing Push/pull
DHT – – Pull
PEX – – + Push
B-Tracker + ++ Pull
2.7 ContributionOpportunities
While the field of P2Pmultimedia streaming has received significant atten-
tion from the research community, the related work research present in this
chapter has revealed the following:
1. current approaches that support the seamless integration of live and
time-shifted video streaming under a single P2P protocol do not em-
ploy a fully-distributed architecture, and use rather unrealistic evalu-
ation methods to measure their performance, i.e., not including user
experience metrics and relying on simulations with unrealistic peer
upload capacities;
2. though a playback policy is a mandatory part of any P2P stream-
ing system, several publications do not disclose enough information
about the one used, and the few publications that do define a play-
back policy, do so arbitrarily, without scientific support; and
3. current distributed P2P tracker technologies lack a combination of
fair load balancing and high eﬃciency properties as content popular-
ity is highly unequal.
Having identified the above shortcomings, and in direct relationship
with the four observations made in Section 1.6, the following opportuni-
ties for scientific contribution in the area of P2Pmultimedia streaming have
been revealed:
1. unification of P2P live and time-shifted video streaming under a
novel, single protocol, using a fully-distributed architecture, which
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employs a mesh overlay topology to achieve better resilience to
churn and users changing channels and position in the time scale, al-
lowing the evaluation of user experience under realistic assumptions,
including peers with upload capacities lower than the video stream
rate;
2. the unification of live and time shifting functionality calls in partic-
ular for the analysis and comparison of QoE metrics of a large set of
playback policies under comparable conditions, to derive which are
most suitable for live and on-demand scenarios;
3. development of a novel distributed tracker technology that improves
both load balancing and eﬃciency using a fully-distributed architec-
ture; and
4. a reference client implementation that allows obtaining the above-
mentioned realistic user experience metrics, besides allowing public
demonstrations of the application, facilitating comparative testing of
diﬀerent policies by the research community, and enabling the re-
lease of the application as open source software.
Hence, chapters 3 to 6 present a detailed description of those contribu-
tions indicated above.
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3
LiveShift Architecture, Protocol, and
Policies
Allowing the seamless integration between P2P live multimediastreaming and time shifting as envisioned in this thesis was a relatively
unexplored research field before this thesis work. Section 2.3.3 has identi-
fied that current approaches suﬀer frommajor drawbacks that prevent them
from becoming reality. Thus, this chapter describes the LiveShift architec-
ture, a flexible mesh-pull protocol that supports the envisioned use case, a
set of preliminary policies to be usedwith the protocol, andpresents evalua-
tion results. It is important to notice that theLiveShift systemhas been fully
implemented, allowing the evaluation of the protocol and involved policies
under highly realistic conditions, including a high ratio of peers with lower
upload capacity than the stream rate, channel switching at a high frequency,
and churn, that is, peers joining and leaving the system.
An initial version of LiveShift, presenting the envisioned use case and
including basic architecture, has beenpublished as a demonstration in [48].
A complete specification of architecture, protocol, policies, and evaluation
results have been published as both a research paper [46] and a technical
report [45], the latter containing additional details and evaluation results.
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The two main contributions of this chapter are (a) to propose a new,
fully-distributed, P2P streaming, mesh-pull protocol, which is suitable for
live streaming, time shifting, and VoD, and (b) to propose, discuss, and
analyze initial policies that influence the protocol usage. While this chap-
ter does not claim that the presented policies are optimal, it introduces the
main challenges and trade-oﬀs involved when designing those in a system
inwhich live and on-demand streaming are indistinguishable. Protocol and
policies are evaluated using traces from a real IPTV system to model peer
behavior, namely channel switching and holding times. Results are mea-
sured in terms of QoE metrics, such as playback lag, that are important for
the end user, as discussed in Section 2.4. This is the first fully-decentralized,
mesh-pull protocol designed for both live streaming and VoD, and which
has been tested to include the eﬀects of peer channel browsing behavior.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents fun-
damental design objectives of the LiveShift system. Section 3.2 introduces
layers and components which are part of LiveShift’s architecture. The pro-
tocol is described in Section 3.3, and policies in Section 3.4. Section 3.5
presents evaluation scenarios and results, and Section 3.6 summarizes the
main contributions of this chapter.
3.1 DesignObjectives
Themain design objectives of the LiveShift protocol and system are the fol-
lowing. These have been chosen based on typical P2P characteristics [85].
1. Free Peercasting: Any peer is able to publish a channel, therefore
becoming a peercaster;
2. Scalability:Theapproach shall scale to a high number of peers, even
when several of them are only able to upload at a fraction of the bit
rate of the video stream;
3. Robustness: The system must tolerate churn in form of peers join-
ing and leaving the system and switching both channels and posi-
tions in the time scale;
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Figure 3.1: LiveShift top-level architecture
4. Full decentralization: In order to allow any peer to publish a chan-
nel without deploying a large infrastructure and to fully benefit from
P2P properties, no central entities shall be present – except peercast-
ers, a single point of failure for the live stream of the channel they
originate; and
5. Low overhead: Video streaming is very bandwidth-consuming and
sensitive to delay, therefore network overhead introduced must be
low.
3.2 Main Components
Figure 3.1 shows, in a simplified sequence diagram, the components
of the top-level LiveShift architecture, which is split into three lay-
ers. The Network layer contains the Distributed Hash Table/Distributed
Tracker (DHT/DT), as well as the Signaling/Video component. The
DHT/DT component stores network-wide persistent information in a
fully-decentralized manner, and its functionality are provided by the
TomP2P [115] library. The Signaling/Video component handles direct
message exchange between peers, including video block transfers.
The Core layer contains all main software functionality. The Storage
component stores video blocks, which contain parts of the video stream.
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Blocks are stored into the Storage component from the Assembler if the
peer is a peercaster, otherwise, they are input from other peers via the Sig-
naling/Video component. The Upload Slot Manager component manages
creation, granting, and verification of upload slots. Its policies are of funda-
mental importance to the distribution of the video stream, since it selects
howmany and which peers will be granted upload slots, thus receive video
blocks, and distributes the available upload bandwidth among upload slots.
TheBlock Scheduler selects next blocks to be played and sendsmessages re-
questing blocks to appropriate peers. The Neighbor Finder maintains and
manages sets of candidates C and neighbors N, querying the distributed
tracker when necessary. The Assembler receives the encoded video stream
from the Encoder and partitions it into blocks and segments. The Player
Sender obtains blocks from the Storage, joins the video data contained in
them, and sends it to the Player at the right rate. The Tuner receives com-
mands from the UI about which channel and starting time to tune into. It,
then, initializes and coordinates the Neighbor Finder, the Block Scheduler,
and the Player Sender.
The User Interface (UI) layer manages machine-human interfaces, en-
codes and decodes video. The Encoder is responsible for receiving signal
from a video capture device or file, encode them properly, and output them
to Segment Assembler. LiveShift uses the VLCJ library [119] as encoder.
The player is responsible for decoding the video stream and playing it back
to the user. VLCJ is also used for this purpose. The CLI (Command-Line
Interface) is used to control automated experiments from the command
line. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is operated by users in demon-
strations and trials.
3.2.1 Segments and Blocks
The proposed use case gives users the possibility of switching channels
and time shifting. LiveShift adopts the mesh-pull approach [53], which
adapts better to dynamic network conditions and churn when compared
to tree protocols [82]. Mesh-pull divides the stream into chunks that are
exchanged between peers with no fixed structure. Two levels of chunking
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are used – a segment is an addressing entity, which is made up of several
smaller blocks.
LiveShift addresses and identifies segments and blocks based solely on
time – they are both of well-known fixed time-based length. This makes it
trivial to discover which block and segment contain the part of the video
stream to be played at a given time. This is especially useful for live stream-
ing, since it may be diﬃcult to predict at which bit rate the video will be
generated in the future. It also makes it simple for peercasters to change
the bitrate of the oﬀered channel, or even oﬀer variable bit rate (VBR)
streams to save bandwidth in sequences that can be better compressed.
Each segment is uniquely identified by a SegmentIdentifier, which is a pair
(channelId; startTime) announcedon the tracker by peerswhich oﬀer video
blocks within a segment. Blocks are small-sized, fixed-time video chunks,
and are the video unit exchanged by peers. Discussion and definition of
segment and block lengths are performed in Section 3.4.1.
Diﬀerentiating segment and blocks is important to reduce the number of
tracker operations (due to larger segments), while allowing peers to down-
load blocks from several other peers, recovering quickly if any fails (due to
smaller blocks). Thus, only segment availability is announced on trackers;
block availability within a segment is queried directly between peers, con-
sidering that it is more sensitive to timing and synchronization issues.
3.2.2 Distributed Hash Table and Distributed Tracker
LiveShift uses a distributed hash table (DHT) to store the channel
list and individual channel information. There are three DHT oper-
ations available: GetChannelList retrieves a list with all available
channels and channelIds, PublishChannel and UnpublishChannel
creates and removes a channel, respectively. A possible enhancement
would be adding an electronic program guide (EPG) to map programs to
(channelId; startTime), achieving VoD-style program browsing.
The tracker is responsible for mapping segments to a set of providers
– peers that hold at least one block in the segment. LiveShift uses
B-Tracker, a fully-distributed tracker (DT), maintained by all peers in
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the system, and described in detail in Chapter 5. B-Tracker improves
scalability and load balancing, while avoiding a single point of failure
and reducing the infrastructure deployed by peers. There are three DT
operations: PublishSegment is invoked by providers of a segment,
UnpublishSegment is called by peers that have removed all blocks in a
segment from their local storage, and GetCandidates retrieves a set with
peers that provide a particular segment. The DT diﬀers from the DHT,
since its operations are invoked much more frequently. Therefore, every
peer that is a provider for a certain segment caches the provider set ob-
tained, which can then be supplied to other peers on request. This improves
load balancing, which is of especial importance on popular segments. More
information on the DT can be found in Chapter 5.
Since peers may leave the system unexpectedly, each tracker entry has a
timeout value; thus, peers need to periodically refresh their content avail-
ability. A timeout value of 30 minutes is currently used. The timeout value
is a compromise between overhead and chance of holding outdated infor-
mation in the tracker, especially in the presence of churn. Even if a central
tracker were in place, such a timeout value would still be important to re-
move outdated information.
3.3 Protocol Overview
The protocol is designed to be flexible by allowing the implementation of
diﬀerent policies for specific functions; a set of basic policies is proposed
in Section 3.4. A key diﬀerence between LiveShift and other existing P2P
systems and protocols regards symmetry of interest. SupportingVoDas en-
visioned in LiveShift requires that peers serve stored video blocks without
necessarily being simultaneously interested in what the peer receiving the
download has to oﬀer, which brings the need for the separation between
neighbors and subscribers as described below. This has implications with
respect to incentivemechanismswhich, althoughout of scope of this thesis,
have been successfully approached in the literature [13, 67].
Figure 3.2 shows, in a simplified message sequence diagram, the steps
taken by a peer to locate and download content; not every possiblemessage
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Figure 3.2: LiveShift protocol example message sequence diagram
is displayed for simplicity of representation. For nomenclature, please refer
to Table 3.1. The complete message specification is found in Appendix A.
Figure 3.3 displays states and respective transitions that providing peers
undergo at requesting peers. Conversely, Figure 3.4 displays those under-
gone by requesting peers at providing peers. Note that, on both state ma-
chines, the “Any State” state represents any other state in the diagram, and
is used for clarity of representation. All these figures illustrate the protocol
concepts introduced in the rest of this section.
A peer r, when entering the system, retrieves the channel list from the
DHT. After having chosen a channelId and a startTime to tune into, r con-
sults the DT to retrieve a set Cr of candidate peers (providers) that have
advertised blocks in the corresponding segment. Another way of obtaining
candidates is receiving PeerSuggestion messages, which contain sug-
gestions for new candidates, directly from any peer. Peer r then contacts
a number of candidates p 2 Cr by sending each a Subscribe message,
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Figure 3.3: LiveShift protocol state machine for each provider, request-
ing peer view
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Subscriber
Subscribe received
Interested received,
Queued sent
NotInterested received
Queued
Granted
Any State
Preempted from Subscriber set 
(NotSubscribed sent),
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DisconnectDown sent,
or connection broken
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No, send Subscribed
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Figure 3.4: LiveShift protocol state machine for each requester, provid-
ing peer view
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Table 3.1: LiveShift basic nomenclature
Cr set of candidate peers that announce at least one block in a seg-
ment at which r seeks for blocks
Nr set of peers in which r is subscribed to block map updates
Ir set of peers in which r is interested, waiting for a slot
Dr set of peers which are granting r an upload slot
Sp set of peers that subscribed to block map updates from p
TS time limit a peer is allowed to stay in S
Qp set of peers that have manifested interest and are in the upload
queue waiting to get an upload slot from peer p
TQ time limit a peer is allowed to stay inQ
Up set of peers a peer p is granting an upload slot to
TI time limit a peer is allowed to stay in U inactive (i.e. maximum
time between two BlockRequests)
X maximum allowed size of set X
jXj current size of set X
containing the SegmentIdentifier and a declared upload capacity. Verifying
the correctness of the upload capacity is out of the scope of this thesis.
When a peer p 2 C receives a Subscribemessage from a peer r, it at-
tempts to place r in its subscribers set Sp. If jSpj < Sp, the subscribers set is
not full yet, and peer r is sent a Subscribedmessage, with a blockmap in-
dicatingwhich blocks in the requested segment p holds and a timeout value
TS. Peer r will then be subscribed to receive updates to the corresponding
block map via Have messages. If jSpj = Sp, p checks if there is another
peer q 2 Sp that has lower priority than r (according to the policy used, c.f.
Section 3.4.4). If so, it will be preempted immediately and removed from
the set. Thus, either q or r will receive a NotSubscribedmessage. Limit-
ing jSpj is important because if each peer has jSj subscribers for a particular
segment, the total number of Have messages sent for each new block in
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the whole P2P network is jSjҜ   jSj. The constraint that a peer will not
send Have to a peer which has reported to hold the block only reduces it
to (jSjҜ   jSj)=2. Note that the proposed algorithm contrasts with exist-
ing mesh-pull P2P streaming ones in two important aspects; first, that the
relationship between peers is asymmetric, and second, that immediate pre-
emption causes a quicker reaction compared to re-evaluating peer selection
at fixed time slots, reducing overall playback lag.
When peer r receives Subscribed, it adds p to the neighbor setNr and
must verify interest periodically by computing the intersection between
blocks scheduled for downloading and blocks announced by p via its initial
block map and following Havemessages. If the intersection is not empty, r
adds p to Ir and sends it an Interestedmessage, which makes p add r in
Qp  Sp, the queue for peerswaiting for an upload slot, and reply aQueued
message, with a timeout value TQ. On the contrary, when p has no more
interesting blocks, r sends it NotInterested to be removed fromQp.
Peer p has a number of upload slots Up, each of which is granted to an
interested peer r 2 Qp. When peer r is granted an upload slot, it receives a
Grantedmessage, with an inactivity timeout valueTI, such that an upload
slot that has not been used for TI seconds is granted to another peer. Sim-
ilarly to what happens in Sp, peers with higher priority may immediately
preempt other peers from upload slots.
When r is granted an upload slot from p, it is allowed to send Block-
Request messages to p and receive video blocks in BlockReply mes-
sages. Each upload slot queues up to two BlockRequests at a time,
to fully utilize its upload capacity, with no delays between sending a
BlockReply and receiving the next BlockRequest message. This hap-
pens until (a) r sends either a NotInterested or DisconnectUp mes-
sage, (b) p sends either a Queued message (if r is preempted) or a
DisconnectDownmessage, or (c) r times out.
The two diﬀerent types of disconnect messages reflect the asymmetry
of interest present in the system. DisconnectUp is issued by a request-
ing peer rwhich is not anymore interested in downloading a particular seg-
ment, i.e. switching channels. A peer p that receives DisconnectUp stops
uploading to r, removing it from Sp, Qp, and Up. DisconnectDown, in
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contrast, is issued by a providing peer p that is leaving the system. It is simi-
lar to the NotSubscribedmessage, in the sense that it communicates that
rhas been removed from Sp,Qp, andUp, so itmust remove p fromCr,Nr, Ir,
andDr. The diﬀerence is that the retry behavior of r towards p should take
into account that it has actually left the system. Diﬀerentiating disconnect
messages allows a peer that is switching channels or time shifting to change
peers it is downloading from without breaking its uploads.
3.3.1 Peer Departure and Failure
Three mechanisms are present so the system reacts quickly to peers leaving
unexpectedly or failing, namely timeout values, reporting of DHT routing
errors, and pingmessages. The timeout valuesTS,TQ, andTI are defined to
impose a limit on the resources taken by peers that leave the system unex-
pectedly. The latest received timeout value always overwrites all previously
received ones.
Additionally, the DHT is able to inform LiveShift about routing errors.
When a routing error occurs, a moving average for the failing peer is incre-
mented. When the moving average exceeds a threshold (currently 4 over
the last 5 seconds), the peer is removed from all sets, leaving space for other
peers. This allows the system to react quickly to peers malfunctioning or
leaving thenetwork, since routing errorsmayoccur before anymessage sent
to the failing peer times out. The use of a moving average absorbs tempo-
rary or intermittent peer or network failures.
Finally, PingRequest messages may be used to test if peers are on-
line. Peers must reply with a PingReply whenever they receive a Ping-
Request, otherwise they are considered as having failed.
3.4 Current Policies
As stated in Section 3.3, LiveShift protocol is flexible in the sense that it
may be used with diﬀerent sets of policies. This section focuses on the dis-
cussion of the engineering trade-oﬀs embodied by the identified policies.
These policies are simple enough to produce reliable results, yet complete
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enough to give an accurate representation of the design space for streaming
protocols capable of both VoD and real time operation. Finding optimal
values, performing a parameter sensitivity study, and analyzing the main
eﬀects and interactions between parameters, are, though, out of scope of
this thesis and left for future investigation. Table 3.2 compiles LiveShift’s
current policies, which are clarified in detail in the next subsections.
3.4.1 Length of Segments and Blocks
Larger segments mean less entries in the DT and less Subscribe and
(Not)Subscribed messages, but reduce the chance of locating interest-
ing blocks in peers, since in LiveShift peers announce a segment on the
DHT when holding at least a single block in it. LiveShift currently uses
10-minute-long segments, which have shown to produce good results. This
way, for instance, when watching a two-hour-long movie, a peer will an-
nounce 12 segments.
To minimize delay, blocks must have a small size, since they can only
be uploaded after they are completely downloaded. Yet, the smaller
they are, the larger is the overhead with headers, block maps, and Have,
BlockRequest, and BlockReply messages. A block length of one sec-
ond has shown to provide a good compromise, since a peer is still able to
download each one quickly from diﬀerent peers and combine them in a
short time period. Hence, a segment contains 600 blocks.
3.4.2 Block Selection and Rescheduling
Another important decision is how many video blocks peers try to down-
load ahead of the playing time. Downloading many blocks ahead may de-
crease the probability of a block not being present at playback time. It may
not, though, be always desirable to read ahead asmuch as possible, since do-
ing so may consume resources from other peers that could be used to send
blocks to the community. LiveShift selects the next 15 missing blocks for
downloading, counting from the current playback position, with two limi-
tations: (a) at most 30 blocks ahead of the playback position are selected,
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Table 3.2: LiveShift policy parameter overview
Policy Parameter Value
Length of Segments 10 min
Length of Blocks 1 s
Block Selection next 15 missing blocks,
at most 30 ahead of playback position
Block Rescheduling 4 s for first block,
then twice moving average
Candidate and Neighbor
Selection
40 random peers from DT as candidates,
up to 15 peers as neighbors, preference:
(1) least amount of Subscribe sent,
(2) highest amount of blocks provided,
(3) random
Candidate and Neighbor
Removal
5 Subscribe messages sent without having
provided any blocks or 8s behind playback
position
Subscribers and Upload
Slot Selection
Sp = 5  jUpj,
jUpj = at least full rate to each slot, prefer-
ence:
(1) higher upload capacity,
(2) highest amount of blocks received,
(3) random
Timeout Values TS = 5s
TQ = 10s
TI = 4s
Playback n = 2
Storage LRU, up to 2 h
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and (b) blocks that were not yet produced because their timestamp is in the
future are not scheduled for download.
Peer r downloads each selected block in ascending chronological order
from each peer p 2 Dp if p announced to hold the missing block. Another
option would be downloading rarest blocks first, but since a short time pe-
riod between playing time and current time is a possibility, the policy is not
used at the moment.
Since peers may fail unpredictably, BlockRequest messages that are
not answered in a timely fashion need to be sent to another peer in Dr.
While a short timeout value causes the number of duplicate blocks received
to increase, wasting resources, a longer time outmakes the system react too
slowly, increasing the number of blocks that do not meet their playback
deadline. LiveShift tackles this problem by keeping a moving average of re-
sponse time of each peer in Dr. When a requested block takes longer than
twice themoving average of the last five block requests, the block is resched-
uled. A default value of four seconds is used for the first block download
attempt, since the average is not yet known. The value chosen shall include
the time required for the BlockRequest message to be sent, processed,
and replied to via a BlockReply.
3.4.3 Candidate and Neighbor Selection
Initially, peer r retrieves 40 random peers from the DT to be added to Cr.
Peer r may also receive candidates from a peer p via PeerSuggestion
messages, which should be sent following DisconnectDown messages,
containing all known peers that are providers for the segment r was sub-
scribed. This is important to quickly repair the mesh, causing less disrup-
tion. Furthermore, peers add senders of Subscribemessages for interest-
ing segments as candidates, since these may be newly arrived peers.
Every peer tries to have up to 15 other peers in Nr by choosing from
Cr in the following order: (1) least amount of Subscribemessages sent,
(2) highest amount of blocks provided, (3) random. This selects peers that
provided successfully blocks in the past, while allowing for rotation in case
downloading is not successful.
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Peers stop looking for members of Cr;Nr; and Ir when receiving video
blocks at a rate suﬃcient to keep up with normal playback, that is, at least
one block per second. This is to reduce overhead and avoid needlessly pre-
empting other peers.
As a peer advances its playback position, it eventually reaches the seg-
ment boundary and needs to start downloading the next segment. For the
new segment, a peer r adds to Cr and first tries to obtain upload slots at the
peers from which it has successfully downloaded blocks in the recent past.
This results in amore stable segment transition, since the peer does not have
to begin again looking for peers to reachDr.
Peers are removed from Cr after exceeding a threshold (currently 5) in
number of Subscribemessages sent without having provided any blocks.
This allows new peers to be added to Cr from the DT. Peers in Nr that re-
port to only hold blocks too far (currently 8 s) behind playback position are
removed fromNr, since they are unlikely to have interesting blocks soon.
3.4.4 Subscribers and Upload Slot Selection
It is intuitive that peers should prioritize uploading to peers with a high
upload capacity, because these are able to serve many other peers, ampli-
fying the upload capacity of the peercaster earlier in the distribution pro-
cess [94]. By doing so, the average application-level hop count to the peer-
caster through the overlay is reduced, thus reducing average playback lag.
To this end, members of Sp and Up are primarily chosen by peer p ac-
cording to their upload capacity. Sp is defined as 5 peers per upload slot,
that is, 5 Up. This value should not be too large, since it is only worthwhile
to keep subscribed peers that are likely to get an upload slot. In case there
are peers with the same upload capacity, the peers which have been given
more blocks in the recent past have preference, which increases overlay sta-
bility, avoiding unnecessary changes to the overlay. If there are still ties,
a random peer is selected. A peer may only grant a single upload slot to a
peer, in order to distribute streams to more peers.
Using a fixed number of upload slots has disadvantages. Possibly, the
more upload slots a downloading peer is granted, the less often it will re-
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quest blocks from each of them. It is diﬃcult for an uploading peer to know
precisely how much its upload slots will be used at any moment. The so-
lution is having peers dynamically adjusting the number of upload slots ac-
cording to the used upstream bandwidth. When a peer p detects that its
upstream is underused by the granted upload slots, it creates a new upload
slot and grants it to a peer inQp. When, however, the used upstream band-
width reaches the maximum capacity of the peer and each slot is provid-
ing, on average, less than the full stream, a slot is shut down by sending a
Queued message to the peer to which it is granted. By adjusting Up to be
able to provide at least the full stream at full rate to each slot, it avoidsmany
peers receiving the stream at a rate too low to be played properly.
When selecting a slot to shut down, an intuitive policy would be using
the same ranking used to grant upload slots. But since the last granted slot
is possibly the lowest-ranked one, the system could return to the previous
state of underusing upstream. Thus, the method currently used is to shut
down the least used slot in a moving average of 3 s.
Concerning timeout values, TS is set to 5 s, and TQ to 10 s. TI defines
that a peer may remain only up to 4 s inactive (not downloading blocks)
while granted an upload slot. Such low values are to promote rotation.
3.4.5 Playback Policy
The playback position is the position on the time scale that refers to the
block currently being played, and is advanced by 1 block per second if the
peer holds the corresponding block. Due to overlay network problems such
as jitter, churn, upstream boundaries, and the limited view of resources in
other peers, someblocksmay not be found, or theymay not be downloaded
on time to be played. The playback policy is the decision on, when a block
is missing for playback, whether to skip it, or stallwaiting for it. While skip-
ping has a negative eﬀect on image quality, stalling increases playback lag.
LiveShift’s playback policy is to skip x contiguous missing blocks if and
only if the peer holds at least x n contiguous blocks immediately afterward.
A ratio n = 2 is used on the evaluations; in practice, though, it may bemore
adequate to let the user adjust the ratio to express its preference onwhether
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to skip or stall more often. The proposed policy and ratio are nevertheless
eﬀective at not letting peers stall for long in case only a few blocks are rare,
achieving a lownumber of skippedblocks, which cause severe imagequality
degradation with most video encoding methods. An in-depth analysis of
diﬀerent playback policies is found in Chapter 4.
3.4.6 Storage Policy
The selection of which blocks peers keep in the local storage in case they
run out of space is an interesting aspect and impacts data availability. The
currently used storage policy is storing all received blocks until the maxi-
mum capacity – currently two hours of video – is reached. When storage
capacity is full, a least recently used (LRU) policy is in place – blocks with
oldest download time are deleted to make up space. Although simple, the
strategy achieves good results, since blocks that are currently more popular
naturally get more replicated in the system. The peercaster may choose to
oﬀer larger storage capacity in order to assure that at least one copy of past
video streams is accessible in the system, though this is not assumed on this
chapter’s evaluation section.
3.5 Evaluation
LiveShift has been evaluated with the ultimate goal of validating its proto-
col and default policies in a realistic environment, by examining objective
QoE metrics, as discussed in Section 2.4, namely playback lag and share
of skipped blocks. The evaluation takes into account that P2P environ-
ments are heterogeneous regarding peer upload capacities [54], that peers
tend to switch channels with a high frequency [18], and that peers join and
leave the network (churn) [98]. Therefore, the systemhas been fully imple-
mented, in Java version 1.6, allowing an insight into the running protocol.
To improve experiment reproducibility, a research testbedwas used. The
evaluation wasmade using 16 physical machines from the Communication
SystemsGroup (CSG) testbed – a detailed description of the testbed can be
found at [113]. Though machines were diverse, a monitoring process was
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in place to assure that CPU and memory limits were not reached, which
would bias results. Thus, the physical bottlenecks assumed are the network
latency and bandwidth limitations introduced.
This section presents in detail the evaluation environment, as well as the
subset of obtained evaluation results which pertains to the validation of the
proposed protocol and policies, the testing of its scalability limits, and the
investigation of its improvement opportunities. Evaluation includes both
channel browsing behavior and churn to produce highly realistic results.
The reader is directed to [45] for additional evaluation results.
3.5.1 Evaluation Scenarios and Peer Behavior
Table 3.3 describes the four scenarios addressed. These were selected to
be heterogeneous regarding peer capacities, to show the system’s ability
to support several peers with upload capacity lower than the bitrate of the
video stream being transmitted. Thus, peers were divided in classes regard-
ing their maximum upload capacities. High upload capacity (HU) peers
and peercasters (PC) have upload limit of 500 percent, e.g., for the video
stream bit rate of 500 kbit/s defined for these experiments, HU and PC
nodes have an upload capacity of 2.5 Mbit/s. This value is not particularly
high, considering that these nodes may be running at universities or con-
nected via FTTH (Fiber to the Home) technology. Low upload capacity
(LU) peers may be, for example, running DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) or
cable connections, and have only 50 percent upload capacity (250 kbit/s).
The total upload capacity is calculated by adding the upload capacity of
every peer in the scenario. Scenarios were carefully chosen such that the
scenario load (total peers divided by total upload capacity) is increasingly
high, since this is a very challenging situation for P2P streaming systems.
Such scenario choices, with an increasing number of LU peers, allow the
LiveShift system to be evaluated under diﬀerent levels of scenario load.
While Scenario s1 has a low (60%) Scenario Load, meaning that there is
spare upload bandwidth available in the system, the overloaded Scenario s3
has 84% of its total upload capacity compromised.
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Figure 3.5: Evaluation scenarios capacities
Figure 3.5 further illustrates the increasing scenario load. The total up-
load capacity does not increase as much as the number of peers from Sce-
nario s1 to s3. The scenario load, hence, becomes higher.
Finally, peers are not limited in download bandwidth, but testbed nodes
are connected via 100 Mbit/s links. All results were obtained over 10 runs
of 1 hour each. A warm-up phase is not omitted from the results, since it
creates very low traﬃc.
Table 3.3: Evaluation scenarios
Scenario PC HU LU Churn Total Total Scenario
Peers Peers Peers Peers Upload Load
Capacity
s1 6 15 60 0 81 135 60%
s2 6 15 90 0 111 150 74%
s3 6 15 120 0 141 165 85%
s2c30 6 15 90 30% 111* 150* 74%*
* these are maximum values; actual values are influenced by churn
Peer behavior was modeled using traces obtained from a real IPTV sys-
tem [18]. Peers were created with an inter-arrival time of 1 s and loop
through the following two steps: (a) choose a channel and starting time,
(b) hold to the channel, locating and downloading content from other
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Figure 3.7: Channel holding time
peers. The distribution used to determine which channel peers switch to is
displayed in Figure 3.6, including the original distribution with 120 chan-
nels, and the one used on these experiments with six channels. The channel
holding time distribution is pictured in Figure 3.7. Since there is no system
supporting both live and time-shifted streaming as described on this chap-
ter, there are no traces available documenting how long behind real time
will a newly arriving peer join. Hence, it was assumed that the probability
of a peer tuning to a time nearer the current live time is exponentially larger
than the probability of it tuning to some other point in the past. The distri-
bution used was the one pictured in Figure 3.7, with the starting time rang-
ing from the current playback position, and all the way back to the playback
time at the start of the experiment. Note that the traces for holding time
distribution includemany short (55.97%are less than 10 seconds long) ses-
sions, as well as some long ones (3.89% are over one hour).
In the scenario with churn (s2c30), when a peer chooses a channel and
time to tune to, it has a nonzero probability of going oﬄine. While oﬄine,
a peer does not react to any incoming message. Peers remain oﬄine for an
amount of time given by the channel holding time distribution before hav-
ing again the same chance of remaining oﬄine or going back on-line. Peers
disconnect cleanly, that is, they follow the protocol properly by sending
PeerSuggestion, DisconnectUp, and DisconnectDownmessages.
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3.5.2 Playback Lag
The main QoE metrics used are the playback lag experienced and re-
ported by the peers as the playback position advances, from the point a
(channelId; startTime) was selected, as well as the share of skipped blocks.
An in-depth study of playback and the definition of playback lag are given in
Section 4.1. Reports from each peer and run were collected and an average
was calculated for every 1-minute interval for clarity of display. The same
proceeding was performed on all runs.
Figures 3.8-3.11 show the playback lag experienced by users at a watch-
ing session in the diﬀerent proposed scenarios. The x-axis represents the
playback position (in minutes), as the sessions advances. The y-axis repre-
sents the playback lag (in seconds), which increases when playback stalls,
but decreases when blocks are skipped – skipped blocks are shown in Sec-
tion 3.5.3. A lower playback lagmeans lower start-updelay, less stalling, and
more closeness towhat the user initially intended towatch. Each line repre-
sents a p-percentile of peers (HU or LU) over all channels and all runs. Be-
cause sessions are of various lengths, according the holding time distribu-
tion shown in Figure 3.7, the number of peers from which the p-percentile
is taken is inversely proportional to the playback position.
For example, the 95% LU line designates the maximum playback lag
which the 95 percentile of low upload capacity users achieve. In other
words, it is the worst case lag for 95 percent of LU peers. Since blocks in
LiveShift are transmitted via reliable connections (TCP), there is no risk of
losing data within a block.
As can be seen in Figures 3.8-3.11, results show that:
a. playback lag increases only slightly as users continue to view a channel,
which shows that users do not experience long stalling events;
b. even in the worst case scenarios investigated, 95 percent of HU peers
experience playback lag of less than 10 seconds, which is acceptable per-
formance (indeed many live TV broadcasts may have similar lag); and
c. LU peers are much more susceptible to high lag and especially in sce-
narios with churn or less available bandwidth. For instance, Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.8: Playback lag in s1
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Figure 3.9: Playback lag in s2
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Figure 3.10: Playback lag in s3
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Figure 3.11: Playback lag in s2c30
shows that the 5th percentile of LU peers exhibit a playback lag larger
than 25 seconds after watching for long periods of time, while in Fig-
ure 3.10, the worst 5 percent of LU peers have playback lag just above 50
seconds after watching a channel for more than 40 minutes.
In Scenario s3, the system shows signs of being saturated, with several
LU peers exhibiting playback lags surpassing 30 s. This happens because
the average delay to the peercaster through the overlay increases, since the
blocks need to travel through relatively more hops. In addition, peers take
a longer than average time to obtain upload slots, which are more disputed
in this scenario.
Overall, average playback lag is 5.45 s in s1, 7.70 s in s2, 14.31 s in s3, and
8.93 s in s2c30, showing that 30 percent of churn increases average playback
lag by about 15 percent in s2.
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3.5.3 Skipped Blocks and Failed Playback
According to the playback policy defined in Section 3.4.5, some blocksmay
be skipped, therefore causing a decrease in playback lag. It can be seen in
Figure 3.12 that the proportion of skipped blocks is nonetheless low, that
is, lower than 3% in all investigated scenarios. Interestingly, relatively less
blocks are skipped in more bandwidth-constrained scenarios, which is due
to fewer concurrent downloads. HU peers skip very few blocks, since they
are closer to the peercaster, thus enjoying less instability. An in-depth study
of playback policies and their eﬀects in playback lag and share of skipped
blocks is presented in Chapter 4.
The availability of content is aﬀected by the fact that peers change their
interest frequently. In the worst case, a peer may not be granted an upload
slot from any of the peers which hold the blocks that it seeks. This may
happen even when the system has spare bandwidth, due to the unbalance
in content popularity: peers that have unused upload capacity may only
hold unpopular content, leading to available overlay resources remaining
unused. If playback stalls for a long time, it is not realistic to assume that the
user will wait forever. Thus, when a peer, in a sliding window of the last 30 s
of playback, is able to play less than half the blocks it should have been able
to play, playback is considered failed, that is, the user is considered to have
given up and switched to another (channel; time). Failed playback events as
percentage of channel switches can be visualized in Figure 3.13.
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3.5.4 Upload Capacity Utilization
Theupload capacity utilization of a peer is its percentage of upload capacity
used, on average, and is obtained by dividing its used upload capacity by its
total upload capacity. An eﬃcient P2P system is able to discover unused
bandwidth and react quickly to peers changing interest, which is challeng-
ing in a fully-decentralized system.
Figure 3.14 shows the average upload capacity utilization, per peer. The
fact thatHUpeers usemore of their upload capacity, is a side eﬀect that they
placed nearer the PCs, due to the policy in Section 3.4.4. Thus, they receive
(and announce) having blocks sooner than LU peers. As the scenario load
increases (from Scenarios s1 to s2 and s3), the upstream utilization of LU
peers increases quickly. It can finally be confirmed that the system in sce-
nario s3 is close to its limit concerning upload capacity, as bothHU and LU
peers upload above 80% of their capacity on average.
There is little variation in upload capacity utilization of peercasters in the
diﬀerent scenarios because they do not react to channel popularity – in s2,
while the PC for channels 1 and 2 average higher than 98 percent upload
capacity utilization, the PC for channel 6 averages only 4.0 percent simply
because the channel is unpopular.
In addition, due to the diﬀerence in popularity of channels and the dy-
namic behavior of peers, some swarms may be more or less provided with
bandwidth. This can explain why some LU capacity is used while HUs are
not fully loaded: some swarms may not have enough HUs, and need to re-
sort to LUs. Because of the small block size, peers can combine the up-
stream capacity of several LU peers.
3.5.5 Overhead
Since both blocks and segments are fully time-based, the absolute system
overhead does not depend on the bit rate of the video stream, but rather,
on the length of blocks and segments.
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Figure 3.18: Sent messages per
peer per second in Scenario s1
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Figure 3.19: Sent messages per
peer per second in Scenario s2
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Figure 3.20: Sent messages per
peer per second in Scenario s3
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Figure 3.21: Sent messages per
peer per second in Scenario s2c30
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Figures 3.18-3.21 give an insight into the running protocol, displaying
the average number of messages a peer sends per second, by type. Some
messages Have messages are the most common ones, which is expected
from the protocol design. The number of Have messages sent per second
mean that, on average, jSj = 4:88 in s2. All other messages have negligible
size when compared to the BlockReplymessage, which carries the video
block itself.
The overhead relative to a stream of 500kbit/s is, for any scenario, at
most 2.01 percent on average, excluding DT and DHT traﬃc, as can be
seen in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17 includes DT and DHT traﬃc, and shows
that overhead is at most 3.09 percent on average. Interestingly, Scenario s1
has slightly higher overhead than the other scenarios, which is credited to
the higher number of messages allowed by the higher available bandwidth.
Figure 3.15 shows that the proportion of duplicate blocks received is be-
low 1.3 percent on average, for all the analyzed scenarios. Similarly to the
number of skipped blocks, the decrease in more bandwidth-restricted sce-
narios is explainedby a smaller jDj, whichmeans a restricted choice of peers
to download video chunks from. This validates the rescheduling policy pre-
sented in Section 3.4.2.
3.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has introduced the LiveShift system, including the LiveShift
application and the LiveShift protocol, and has identified a set of policies
that alter the behavior of the protocol. The system has shown its ability of
maintaining a low playback lag relatively to the playback position through
realistic evaluations, by running a full implementation of the LiveShift ap-
plication, and including both channel switching and time shifting at a high
frequency, a high ratio of peerswith insuﬃcient upload capacity, and churn.
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4
Playback Policies for Live and
On-Demand P2P Video Streaming
This thesis identifies two related but orthogonal issues: the defini-tion of protocol and policies for live and time-shifted multimedia
streaming. The protocol definition, as introduced in Section 3.3, character-
izesmessage formats and their semantics, representing a common language
used by the diverse peers in the system. A good P2P protocol, though, is
flexible, by allowing participants to adapt and optimize its usage according
to the environment and their particular preference. Policies, thus, define
how the protocol is used by the peers, for instance, in the case of LiveShift,
how providers are selected and which peers to grant upload slots to.
As shown in Section 2.5, while some policies identified in Section 3.4
have obtained great attention from the research community, playback poli-
cies are greatly understudied. The playback policy is responsible for defin-
ing whether peers skip playing blocks that are unavailable, or stall playback,
waiting for them to be found and downloaded.
The two main research questions this chapter addresses are (a) do dif-
ferent playback policies aﬀect user experience in a P2P video streaming system,
and (b) which playback policies are most suitable for live and on-demand sce-
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Figure 4.1: Playback terminology
narios? In order to answer these questions, this chapter briefly overviews
P2P video streaming and introduces key terminology in Section 4.1. A clas-
sification and generalization of diﬀerent playback policies are presented in
Section 4.2, enabling a meaningful comparison among them. These poli-
cies have been implemented in LiveShift; Section 4.3 discusses the evalua-
tion and comparison of those under a variety of carefully selected scenarios
and parameters. Since LiveShift enables an evaluation of both live and on-
demand scenarios, those results obtained are generalizable. Finally, Sec-
tion 4.4 summarizes this chapter’s main contributions.
4.1 Background and Terminology
LiveShift, like most successfully-deployed P2P video streaming systems,
employs the mesh-pull approach [53]. Mesh-pull consists on dividing the
stream into blocks that are announced and exchanged directly between pairs
of peers with no fixed structure. Peers read obtained blocks from a buﬀer
(or a long-term storage in case of LiveShift, to support time shifting), send-
ing them to a video decoder that displays the content to the user. The play-
back policy is implemented at the component that selects which blocks are
to be played, that is, the Player Sender from Section 3.2.
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Table 4.1: Playback nomenclature
L Block length (time unit)
tҚ Session start time
t Current playback position
bp(t) Block played at t if perfect playback
be(t) Block played at t
tlag(t) Playback lag at t
tst(t) Time stalled from tҚ until t
nsk(t) Skipped blocks from tҚ to t
npl(t) Played blocks from tҚ to t
` Buﬀer size (in blocks)
α Initial buﬀering coeﬃcient
β Stalling coeﬃcient
td Remaining download time
tp Movie length (time unit)
r Relative incoming block rate
T Maximum retries
n Minimum block ratio
Figure 4.1 illustrates various terms used in this chapter, and Table 4.1
defines nomenclature. In LiveShift, blocks have a fixed length L in the time
scale. A viewing session starts when a user chooses a channel and starting
time tҚ (for live streaming, tҚ is the current time). While the user holds
on to (i.e. watches) a channel, the system attempts to locate and download
the corresponding blocks. Ideally, the user would experience perfect play-
back, that is, without interruptions, the block to be played bp(t) would be
obtained based on the playback position t:
bp(t) = t=L (4.1)
However, due to lack of content availability that leads to stalling and
skipping, experienced playback is not always normal (represented by diag-
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onal lines in Figure 4.1). At time t, a user actually watches block be(t), as
given by (4.2), where nsk(t) is the number of skipped blocks and tst(t) is the
time stalled from tҚ until t.
be(t) = nsk(t) + (t  tst(t))=L (4.2)
Performing initial buﬀering corresponds to stalling playback until the
playback buﬀer accumulates a number of blocks (typically a fixed configu-
ration parameter), as an attempt to reduce the chance of skipping or stalling
during playback. The start-up delay is the experienced stalling time caused
by initial buﬀering. The playback deadline determines the time that a par-
ticular block is due to be played, according to the playback policy. Start-up
delays are accepted by the users to avoid stalling or skipping [55].
The term playback lag is commonly defined for live streaming as the
elapsed time from the moment a block is generated at the source until it
is played at the peer side [72]. In LiveShift, the concept of playback lag is
extended also for viewing time-shifted streams; playback lag is thus defined
by
tlag(t) = (bp(t)  be(t))  L (4.3)
as the time diﬀerence between the block that is playing, according to the
playback policy used, and the block that would be playing, if there were no
interruptions from the moment the user pressed the play button. This ex-
tension in the definition of playback lag preserves its original concept of
measuring the overall ability of the system of locating and downloading
content, while being applicable to non-live viewing as well. Liveness is a
term used in the literature that stands for low playback lag, though it is not
usually associated with a unit; for example, a system that loses liveness with
longer sessions suﬀers an increase in its playback lag.
While both stalling and skipping negatively impact user-perceived video
quality, their impact is diﬀerent. On one hand, when stalling occurs, the
video stream is interrupted and playback lag is increased. Besides, peers
with higher playback lag lose their ability of providing streams with more
liveness to other peers, negatively impacting the entire system. On the
other hand, when skipping occurs, image quality might be impaired, since
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part of the video data is missing. Besides, since skipped blocks are not
downloaded, they cannot be uploaded to any other peer, creating buﬀer
“holes” that may harm the distribution overlay. In both cases, peers need a
larger number of providers to compensate for those missing blocks, which
maybe challenging, since upload capacity is typically a rare resource in such
systems [53].
4.2 Playback Policies
This section describes and generalizes a set of four playback policies, based
on the extensive related work survey presented in Section 2.5, plus a new
Catchup policy, to enable a fair and meaningful comparison among them.
The fourplaybackpolicies basedon relatedwork represent the current state-
of-the-art in the field. Analysis and discussion on respective trade-oﬀs in
both live and on-demand scenarios are, as well, performed.
The Always Skip policy, commonly used for live streaming, consists
on always skipping missing blocks to maintain liveness. It is defined by
Pas = (`; α), where ` represents the size of the playback buﬀer (in blocks),
and α 2 (0; 1] corresponds to the share of blocks that the buﬀer must hold
before starting playback. After the first block has been played, buﬀered
blocks are attempted to be played sequentially and at constant speed. Miss-
ing blocks are immediately skipped; however, if the buﬀer is empty, play-
back stalls to perform again initial buﬀering. This is done so peers adapt
their playback position be(t) according to the blocks that can be found at –
and downloaded from – currently known peers.
The Skip/Stall (sk) policy is an extension to the Always Skip policy to
allow stalling as in Tribler [86]. It is defined as Psk = (`; α; β), which intro-
duces the β 2 [0; 1] coeﬃcient, such that, when a block at be(t) is missing
and the buﬀer is not empty, the system stalls playback until a share β of
the playback buﬀer is filled; then, it skips to the next available block. The
Always Skip policy is, thus, an instance of the sk policy when β = 0.
Especially for VoD, it is reasonable to define a playback policy that de-
pends on the remaining download time, so stalling is reduced for users
with a fast network, while buﬀering increases with slower networks. The
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Remaining Download Time (rd) policy elaborates on related work such
as [87], that describe stalling playback until the remaining download time
td  tp, the remaining playback time, e.g., movie length, defining it inmore
precise terms.
In order to apply this policy to LiveShift, the concept of remaining play-
back timemust be defined, since the stream ahead of playback positionmay
be very large – it extends until the current (live) time. Hence, tp is a param-
eter that may be set to, e.g., 30 minutes of video that buﬀering will attempt
to guarantee playback for.
The rd policy can be modeled as Prd = (`; α; β; tp) by using the same
algorithm as defined for the sk policy, but using a variable buﬀer size `0, cal-
culated based on the parameters tp and `, instead of ` directly. Though not
described in [87], infinite geometric series are useful to calculate how long
the playback buﬀer would last, since the application continues to download
blocks while buﬀered blocks are played back. If i represents the incoming
block (i.e. download) rate, and L being block length, let r represent the rel-
ative incoming block rate, such that r = i  L; thus, if r = 1, the peer is
downloading blocks at a rate exactly enough to keep normal playback. The
variable buﬀer size `0 can therefore be calculated as shown in Equation 4.4,
where ` is used both for initial buﬀering and as a general lower limit of the
buﬀer size (when, for example, r  1). The coeﬃcient α is present in the
equation to preserve the semantic of remaining download time, since only
a share α of the buﬀer is required by the playback policy to be held in the
buﬀer.
`0 = max

tp
L
 (1  r)
α
; `

(4.4)
The Retry (re) playback policy is similar to the policy implemented in
Gridcast [20], and is defined as Pre = (`; α;T). It consists on perform-
ing initial buﬀering, then stalling if the block at playback position t is not
available. The system retries playing themissing block up toT times, which
brings playback to stall for a maximum of T  L seconds. As soon as the
missing block is downloaded, it will be played back; if the stalling threshold
is hit, though, playback skips to the next available block.
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The Ratio (ra) policy aims at skipping blocks only if there is a high
chance of then continuing playback without interruptions, as described in
Section 3.4.5. It is formally described as Pra = (`; α; n), where ` and α re-
tain their previous meaning. After initial buﬀering, if the block at playback
position is locally held, it is always played. If, however, the block is missing,
a ratio 1 : n is given, such that x contiguous missing blocks are skipped, if
and only if, at least x  n contiguous blocks are held directly after those.
The Catchup (ca) playback policy is introduced to keep playback lag
very low at the cost of skippingmore blocks thanother policies. It is defined
by Pca = (`; α), where ` and α are used to perform initial buﬀering as in the
sk policy. After playback has started, all missing blocks are skipped, as long
as the buﬀer is not empty. When it is indeed empty, playback position is
restored to the original one by skipping all blocks responsible for playback
lag until be(t) = bp(t). It is meant to provide a practical limit on the lowest
possible playback lag achievable.
4.3 Evaluation
All playback policies defined in Section 4.2 have been implemented into
LiveShift. Implementation details are described in Section 6.2, which show
their integration with the rest of the LiveShift system. Experiments were
conducted using the entire LiveShift code.
The main objective of the evaluation is to compare how diﬀerent play-
back policies aﬀect user experience of a P2P video streaming system under
scenarios with diﬀerent levels of content availability. This is achieved by
running multiple instances of LiveShift under realistic but comparable as-
sumptions, in terms of bandwidth and latency limitations, channel popu-
larity, channel switching, time shifting, and scenarios used.
Table 4.2 displays those diﬀerent scenarios used. Similarly to Sec-
tion 3.5, peers are divided into classes according to their maximum upload
capacities – while high upload capacity (HU) peers and peercasters (PC)
are able to upload at a rate equivalent to 5 times the bit rate of the video
stream being transmitted, low upload capacity (LU) peers are able to up-
load at only 0.5 times the original stream rate. The increasing number of LU
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peers causes available upload bandwidth to decrease; while Scenario s1 has
abundance of total upload capacity compared to the number of peers to be
served (thus, a low Scenario Load), in Scenario s4, the chance that peers
experience content unavailability is much higher (Scenario Load is very
high). It is important to note that peers that have unused upload capacity
might only hold unpopular content, leading to suboptimal overlay resource
usage. Thus, the scenarios chosen for evaluating the defined playback poli-
cies represent a wide variety of situations, with diﬀerent levels of content
availability. Peers are not artificially limited in download bandwidth, and
latency between peers was introduced by using a random sample from the
King dataset [41], and enforced usingDummyNet [1]; the sample contains
an average latency of 114.2 ms.
It is noted that, in contrast to Section 3.5, a more-heavily loaded sce-
nario s4 has been added, due to the fact that playback policies are partic-
ularly suited for highly-loaded scenarios, as will be seen in the evaluations
results. Evaluation scenarios with churn in terms of peers disconnecting
and reconnecting to the network has been, in scope of playback policies,
left for future work. However, churn has been considered in terms of peers
switching channels.
The same test-bed as in Section 3.5, but with 20 machines [113], was
used to run all experiments. Though machines were diverse in capacity,
they were monitored to guarantee that CPU and memory limits were not
reached. Thus, the main bottlenecks are the network latency and band-
width limitations introduced.
Table 4.2: Playback policies evaluation scenarios
Scenario PC HU LU Total Total Upload Scenario
Peers Peers Peers Peers Capacity Load
s1 6 15 60 81 135 60%
s2 6 15 90 111 150 74%
s3 6 15 120 141 165 85%
s4 6 15 150 171 180 95%
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Multiple instances of LiveShift were executed, adopting the same behav-
ior as described in Section 3.5. Peers were created with an inter-arrival
time of 1s. Every peer was programmed to repeatedly switch to a chan-
nel and starting time tҚ, then hold to the channel, attempting to locate and
download blocks. While holding to the channel, every peer reported, once
per second, its experienced playback lag tlag(t), as defined in Section 4.1,
and share of skipped blocks nsk(t)=(npl(t) + nsk(t)). Channel popularity
and holding time were both characterized by traces, as described in Sub-
section 3.5.1 and depicted in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. Results were obtained
through 10 runs of 20 minutes each; 10 runs due to the observation that
new runs were producing results similar to the ones already obtained, and
20 minutes being enough to observe the increase in playback lag.
Due to severe content unavailability, a peer may sometimes experience
very long stalling times. In such cases, it is not realistic to assume that users
would wait indefinitely for the content. Thus, when a peer is able to play
less than 50 percent of due blocks in a moving window of 30 seconds, play-
back is considered failed, that is, the user is considered to have given up
and switched to another (channel; tҚ). Buﬀering is not taken into account,
since it is part of the playback policy being investigated. This is done to
avoid peers being stalled for a very long time, and failed playback sessions
are reported separately.
Since the goal of the evaluation is to perform an overall comparison of
playback policies in the entire overlay, on each run, all peers were config-
ured to adopt one of the playback policies defined in Section 4.2. Each play-
back policy has been investigated using values as specified in Table 4.3 for
their main parameters, which are based on quantities seen in the literature,
complemented by additional values that allow a deeper understanding of
their eﬀect. Hence, the Skip/Stall policy was experimented with parameter
β = 0 to yield an always skip policy as measured in proprietary live stream-
ing systems [103], β = :5 to match one of the Tribler policies [86], and
β = :75 as an additional value. The Remaining Download Time policy was
set with parameters tp = 5s; 30s; 60s to include both short and larger time
spans. Parameter values used with the Retry policy wereT = 10 as in [20],
plus T = 5 and T = 1, since retrying playing a block 10 times on a video
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Table 4.3: Playback policies and parameters
Policy Parameter Identifier
Skip/Stall
β = 0 sk-0
β = :5 sk-.5
β = :75 sk-.75
Remaining Download Time
tp = 5s rd-5
tp = 30s rd-30
tp = 60s rd-60
Retry
T = 1 re-1
T = 5 re-5
T = 10 re-10
Ratio
n = 2 ra-2
n = 3 ra-3
n = 5 ra-5
Catchup (none) ca
streaming system seemed rather large. For the Ratio policy, experiments
involved n = 2 as in Section 3.4.5, complemented by slightly larger ratio
values n = 3 and n = 5, since the n value alters largely the number of blocks
required to be held in the buﬀer in order to skip playback. To make results
better comparable, parameters that apply to all playback policies were kept
constant; all experiments were obtained using ` = 6s, α = 0:8, andL = 1s.
The evaluation metrics used are playback lag, share of skipped blocks, and
share of failed playback sessions.
4.3.1 Playback Lag
Playback lag is directly related to user experience, since a lower value de-
notes a lower start-up delay, less interruptions, and more closeness to
what the user initially intended to watch. Playback lag is expected to in-
crease with larger sessions, as well as with lower content availability, due
to stalling. Reports from each peer and run were collected and an average
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was calculated for every 1-minute interval for clarity of display. The same
proceeding was performed on all runs.
The distribution of playback lag among diﬀerent peers and at diﬀerent t
valueswas analyzed for eachpolicy. Formost peers, playback lag diﬀerences
for the investigated parameters are consistent, as exemplified in Figure 4.2,
which shows the CDF of playback lag at 10 min playback position under
the sk policy. Peers, however, with highest playback lag (i.e. above 90th
percentile) suﬀer from severe content unavailability, as a result of the high
channel switching frequency in the defined peer behavior, combined with
the upload bandwidth constraints; these peers are not able to download any
blocks, so the playback policy cannot play a significant role.
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Figure 4.2: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy
Since this occurs as well under all other investigated policies (c.f. Ap-
pendix B), all other playback lag plots in the rest of this section display, for
clarity, only the 80th percentile, that is, the maximum playback lag experi-
enced by 80 percent of the peers.
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Always Skip and Skip/Stall Playback Policies
Experiments with the sk playback policy were made using three diﬀerent
values for the parameter β, as shown in Figure 4.3. While the x-axis rep-
resents the time t, in minutes, for which a user holds on to a channel, the
y-axis represents the playback lag tlag(t), in seconds.
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Figure 4.3: Always Skip and Skip/Stall playback policies
Evaluation results reveal that theskplaybackpolicy is extremely flexible;
depending on the value used for the parameter β, a wide range of resulting
values for playback lag are experienced. It is able to maintain a relatively
low playback lag even for longer sessions (higher playback position values)
when β = 0 (sk-0, the Always Skip policy). In Scenario s1, sk-.5 and
sk-.75 display very distinct results, yet on the other scenarios, they yield
very similar results in terms of playback lag. This is due to the fact that, in a
scenario with more available upload bandwidth, peers have more opportu-
nity to perform several parallel downloads, hence the chance that a peer is
able to download blocks out of order (thus being able to skip) is higher.
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It can be observed under the Skip/Stall policy, as well as will be seen un-
der the remaining playback policies, that playback lag increases at a much
higher rate until playback position reaches about two minutes time. Dur-
ing this initial phase, peers attempt to find stable peers to download blocks
from; however, this task is undermined by the channel switching behavior
of peers, increasing playback lag.
Remaining Download Time Playback Policy
The rd playback policy was instantiated with diﬀerent values of tp, which
is the minimum remaining playback time the policy attempts to guarantee
playback for, considering the current download rate. Figure 4.4 shows that,
on the over-provisioned Scenario s1, results diﬀer little with the diﬀerent
parameters evaluated. This is due to the fact that peers can often down-
load at a rate r  1, therefore `0 frequently reaches its minimum value `,
as `0 decreases with a higher download rate. In scenarios s2 and s3, vary-
ing the parameter tp yields very distinct results, and playback lag increases
significantly with upload bandwidth scarceness. In the most bandwidth-
restricted Scenario s4, larger values of tp cause higher playback lag with
higher playbackpositions, as expected, since thedownload rate r is lower. In
comparison with other playback policies, the Remaining Download Time
playback policy shows the highest playback lag, which is due to the poten-
tially larger buﬀer size, especially with lower download rates.
Retry Playback Policy
There playback policywas investigatedwith diﬀerent values for the param-
eter T, which expresses the stalling limit per block. Figure 4.5 shows that,
in all investigated scenarios, while re-1 displays a lower playback lag than
re-5 and re-10 (as expected), it is still higher than levels achieved under
the sk policy.
The fact that playback lag under re-5 and re-10 policies are very sim-
ilar is due to the unlikelihood, in all scenarios, of situations in which play-
back needs to stall for longer than5, but less than 10 seconds, until the block
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Figure 4.4: Remaining Download Time playback policy
at playback position is downloaded. Thus, a policy like Gridcast [20] of
retrying 10 times each block causes high playback lag, and the eﬀect would
be similar even if a value of 5 was employed.
Ratio Playback Policy
Results with the ra playback policy were obtained using diﬀerent values
for the parameter n. Figure 4.6 shows that the diﬀerent parameters used
do impact experienced playback lag distinctively in the over-provisioned
Scenario s1, but produce similar results in the other investigated scenar-
ios. Similarly to the sk policy, peers have much fewer opportunities to skip
blocks in s1 due to the lower probability of performing parallel downloads
(higher chance that a single or very few peer have enough upload capacity
to serve the whole stream). The fact that the Ratio playback policy requires
blocks to be skipped to be contiguousmakes skip situations rarer, hence the
higher playback lag.
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Figure 4.5: Retry playback policy
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Figure 4.6: Ratio playback policy
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Figure 4.7: Catchup playback policy
Catchup Playback Policy
The Catchup (ca) playback policy is designed to keep a very low playback
lag by resetting it to zero when the playback buﬀer is empty by skipping the
necessary amount of blocks. Results show in Figure 4.7 that, as designed,
it displays a relatively lower playback lag in comparison to the other poli-
cies, remaining stable as playback position advances. Interestingly, while
it displays in Scenario s1 a clearly higher playback lag than sk-0, the op-
posite is observed in s4. This happens due to the much higher probability
in Scenario s4 that the buﬀer becomes empty and the catchup mechanism
is therefore triggered. The decreasing playback lag seen in s4 as playback
position advances shows that blocks are often being skipped.
4.3.2 Skipped Blocks
Blocksmay be skipped during playback according to each policy algorithm,
in particular if there are blocks further ahead in the buﬀer that could be
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played immediately. Figure 4.8 compares the mean share of skipped blocks
under theplaybackpolicies andparameters investigated. Error bars indicate
95 percent confidence intervals of the means.
The share of skipped blocks is, as expected, generally inversely propor-
tional to the playback lag shown by each policy, hence sk-0 and ca poli-
cies skipmore blocks than other policies. While, in Scenarios s1 and s2, the
sk-0 policy skipped block rate is higher than ca, the opposite happens in
s3 and s4, since the catchup mechanism is triggered more often, due to the
increased likelihood of content unavailability. With the use of the rd pol-
icy, though, the rate of skipped blocks is close to zero, but playback lag still
varies, as seen in Section 4.3.1. This fact is due to the variable buﬀer size em-
ployed, that alters initial buﬀering. The remaining policies have their share
of skipped blocks highly influenced by their respective parameters. On ev-
ery scenario, under the sk, rd, re, and ra policies, higher values for the
parameters used produce lower values of skipped blocks.
User-experienced image degradation levels vary according to specific
video encoding and decoding algorithms (codecs) used – to which
LiveShift is agnostic by design, as described in Section 3.2.1. Understand-
ing both expected levels of skipped blocks and codec characteristics is thus
crucial when choosing the appropriate playback policy for a specific situ-
ation. For instance, sk-0 policies may only be employed in a situation in
which the codec and user tolerate a skipped block rate roughly between 3
and 4%; the ca policy, in turn, may be impractical on scenarios with short-
age of available upload capacity.
4.3.3 Failed Playback Sessions
The share of sessions in which the peer stalls for such a long time that play-
back is considered failed represent less than 0.5 percent of all sessions in
Scenario s1, as shown in Figure 4.9. In contrast, in Scenario s4, the mean
oscillates between 9.5 and 13.5 percent in all scenarios. The overlapping 95
percent confidence interval error bars indicate that the share of failed play-
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Figure 4.8: Skipped blocks
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Figure 4.9: Failed playback
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back depends rather on each scenario’s available upload capacity than on
the playback policy used.
4.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented a detailed investigation on playback policies for
P2Pmultimedia streaming systems. First, background and common termi-
nology have been introduced to assist in defining the problem of playback
policies. Then, a set of five playback policies has been formally definedwith
a uniform set of parameters for better comparability, using concepts both
seen in related work and novel ones. These playback policies have been im-
plemented in LiveShift, and realistic experiments have been executed in a
testbed. Having observed the behavior of LiveShift under diﬀerent play-
back policies, with diﬀerent parameters, in scenarios ranging from under-
to over-provisioned P2P networks, evaluation results made it evident that
playback policies, though highly overlooked as part of the design of many
P2Pmultimedia streaming systems, do aﬀect user experience. Not only the
selected policy, but also values used for its main parameters, aﬀect impor-
tant experience metrics, such as playback lag and share of skipped blocks.
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5
B-Tracker: Improving Load Balancing
and Eﬃciency in Distributed P2P
Trackers
Trackers are important elements present in most P2P systems, pro-viding the basic functionality of looking up peers that are providers
for a specific resource. In LiveShift, that essentially means determining
which peers oﬀer any blocks in a certain segment – for a clarification about
blocks and segments, please refer to Section 3.2.1. Oneof LiveShift’s design
objectives is benefiting from a fully-distributed architecture, as seen in Sec-
tion 3.1, including scalability and robustness properties; hence, peers must
share provisioning of the tracker service eﬃciently and uniformly, such that
the load produced by the tracker service is evenly and fairly distributed.
However, as shown in Section 2.6, current implemented tracker ap-
proaches do not display eﬃciency and load balancing properties that would
be appropriate in the LiveShift scenario, because some segments are ex-
pected to be significantly more popular than others. Thus, specific tracker
entries for those popular segments will be looked upmuchmore often than
others. While there are several approaches for improving load balancing of
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Table 5.1: B-Tracker nomenclature
bp Primary tracker provider limit per resource
rp Number of primary trackers a resource-provider mapping is writ-
ten to
rs Number of secondary trackers a resource-provider mapping is
written to
np Primary trackers initially read for a resource
DHTs, they are generic in nature, thus amovement cost is always associated
with content replication for load balancing.
Thus, this chapter introduces the design and evaluation of B-Tracker
(BalancedTracker) [50, 51], which is highly suited for the fully-distributed
architecture of LiveShift. B-Tracker diﬀers from existing work by (a) us-
ing a purely pull approach, which is more suitable than push for a tracker,
since peers do not always require new providers; (b) replicating tracker en-
tries proportionally to their popularity, inherently improving load balanc-
ing; (c) eliminating movement cost, since tracker data is moved only when
peers request new providers, thus there is no cost for simply moving data;
and (d) employing Bloom Filters to further improve eﬃciency by elimi-
nating redundant entries from tracker messages. Results obtained are ap-
plicable to any P2P system that employs a tracker for provider discovery,
including file sharing and multimedia streaming.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The B-Tracker ap-
proach is described in Section 5.1. Evaluation details and results are pre-
sented in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 displays final remarks.
5.1 B-Tracker Design
Though the terms peer, tracker, provider, and neighbor all refer to a partici-
pant in the P2P system, the use of such terminology defines more precisely
the diﬀerent roles that participants perform; every participant is expected
to perform all roles in diﬀerent situations. The terms are defined as follows:
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a peer queries a tracker to obtain a list of providers, which are contacted di-
rectly for detailed availability information. If contact is successful and there
is mutual interest, the peer and the provider become neighbors and are en-
abled to perform actual resource provisioning, that is, transfer data. Ta-
ble 5.1 contains quantities used throughout this chapter.
The basic functions a tracker oﬀers to peers are the following:
• getProviders(resourceID), which returns a (predefined-sized) set of
providers for the resource,
• addAsProvider(resourceID), that adds the sender of the message to
the provider set of the given resource, and
• removeAsProvider(resourceID), called by a peer that is not anymore a
provider for the given resource.
It is assumed that, once a peer is provided with a resource, e.g., a file or a
video stream, it becomes itself a provider for it.
5.1.1 Primary Trackers
At first, B-Tracker employs a distributed hash table (DHT)-like structure
for initial tracker discovery, since DHTs oﬀer a scalable structure to store
key-value mappings at well-known locations. Peers with peerID closest to
the key (the resourceID) are responsible for storing the list of providers for
the resource. These peers – termed primary trackers – are discovered in
O(log n)messages, where n is the number of peers in the system[84]. In or-
der to enable aDHT to be used as a tracker, its original put(key, value) func-
tion is modified to allow multiple tuples (peerID, IP address, TCP or UDP
port of providers) to be stored under a single key, and get(key) is adapted to
return a random subset of these tuples.
The number of peers that are primary trackers for a resource is given by
the primary tracker replication factor rp. Since primary trackers are prob-
ably not providers for the resources they track, due to the random distri-
bution of keys based on uniform hashing in a DHT, and to motivate peers
to use secondary trackers, a limit of bp providers per resource is set on the
provider storage capacity.
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Figure 5.1: Primary and Secondary Trackers
5.1.2 Secondary Trackers
Once a peer has obtained a provider list from a primary tracker, subsequent
tracker queries can be issued to any provider, since each of them is a sec-
ondary tracker for the resources it provides. The concept of secondary track-
ers is introduced to improve both scalability, since resources with more
providers are able to distribute the load amongmore trackers, and fairness,
because the load is shared by those peers interested in providing the re-
source. In other words, the number of secondary trackers scales with de-
mand, oﬄoading the primary trackers.
Figure 5.1 illustrates how B-Tracker uses primary and secondary track-
ers to discover providers. Primary trackers may be, coincidentally, as well
providers for a particular resource. Each primary tracker provides boot-
strapping to the graph formedby secondary trackers, which are all providers
for a particular resource. Any primary or secondary tracker sends their
provider set as a reply to the getProviders(resourceID)message.
The parameter np sets the number of primary trackers that peers consult
before requesting from a secondary tracker, when getProviders(resourceID)
is called. While a low value increases load balancing due to the load de-
crease of primary trackers, it increases the likelihood that returned peers
have none or outdated information about additional providers. This hap-
pens because secondary trackers are less reliable, since they cease being
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trackers for resources as soon as they are not anymore part of the respec-
tive swarms.
Finally, secondary trackers are not limited in storage capacity, since
tracker data is relatively small and write operations are expected to be well
distributed, due to the random distribution of secondary tracker discovery.
5.1.3 Improving Efficiency
The Coupon Collector’s Problem [90] states that, if at each step a random
sample from a set of size n is drawn, the number of steps necessary to re-
trieve all set members grows asO(n log n). This problem hinders the func-
tionality of current P2P trackers, since they are based exactly on drawing a
random sample from a set of providers.
In order not to suﬀer from theCouponCollector’s Problem,while avoid-
ing that each tracker keeps state about all providers supplied to each request,
a solution based on Bloom filters [11] is used. Queries to primary and sec-
ondary trackers include a Bloom filter with all already known providers.
Trackers take the filter into consideration by returning a random subset of
known providers for the specified resource, excluding providers that match
the filter.
For example, if a peer p is searching for new providers, and it already
knows providers pқ and pҜ, it issues tracker queries to tracker t containing a
Bloom filter with fpқ; pҜg. Tracker t excludes fpқ; pҜg from its reply, reply-
ing only with information about how to reach other providers, for instance
pҝ and pҞ.
While Bloomfilters save bandwidth due to their fixed size, theymay pro-
duce false positives [11]. Thismeans that an unknown providermay not be
found. The probability of false positives can, though, be adjusted to be low,
by considering the filter length and expected number of items, as described
in Section 5.2.1.
5.1.4 UpdatingMechanism
TheaddAsProvider(resourceID)operation is usedbypeers that havebecome
providers for a certain resource to announce that fact to other peers. This
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causes the distributed resource to provider map to be updated. The opera-
tion can be issued to both primary and secondary trackers, though primary
trackers accept only up to bp providers per resource, as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1.2.
While primary trackers are a fixed set of peers found via the DHT logic,
secondary trackers are much more numerous for larger swarms. Diﬀerent
strategies could be used bypeers for choosing the subset of secondary track-
ers to send addAsProvider(resourceID) messages. B-Tracker implements a
stable random approach, which consists on initially selecting a random sub-
set of known secondary trackers to announce new resources, and always
using the same subset, if possible.
The reasonwhy this randomsubset is kept stable for a particular resource
is to reduce state kept at peers and the number ofmessages that are required
tobe sent during a removeAsProvider(resourceID)operation, since providers
keep track of which trackers they have announced themselves at. As a result
of churn, though, some trackers may leave the system or become unreach-
able, in which case they are replaced by new random trackers.
The replication factor rp determines on how many primary trackers in-
formation is stored, while rs refers to the number of replicas at secondary
trackers. A higher rs value increases the chance that a provider is found,
while update and maintenance operations are more expensive.
5.1.5 Outdated Information
Tracker information tends to become outdated as peers fail, leave, or stop
providing resources, without informing the responsible trackers. This is a
problem not only for distributed tracker architectures, but as well for cen-
tralized ones. Having the tracker verify all providers it holds is too large
an eﬀort due to the potentially large number of entries. Hence, B-Tracker
assigns a time to live (TTL) to each resource-provider mapping stored.
Providers need to update (via addAsProvider(resourceID)) their respective
tracker entries before theTTL runs out.
A lower TTL value increases the number of addAsProvider(resourceID)
messages in the system, but reduces the number of outdated tracker en-
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tries. TTL is currently a globally-known value that is set to 60 minutes. An
optimalTTL value depends on churn levels, as well as the overall tolerance
to outdated information, and could be adapted on-the-fly [8]. Such opti-
mization is, however, left for future work.
5.2 Evaluation
B-Tracker is a novel tracker approach that can be used by any P2P system
that uses a tracker, for instance, multimedia streaming (e.g. LiveShift) and
file sharing (e.g. BitTorrent) systems. Evaluations are, therefore, performed
in a neutral environment that isolates tracker queries.
Evaluations are done with a Java 1.6 implementation of B-Tracker to an-
alyze its properties in comparison to other distributed tracker approaches,
namely PEX and pure DHT-based trackers. All investigated trackers were
implemented as part of the TomP2P [115] project, namely the DHT, PEX,
and B-Tracker approaches. Section 6.3 describes the implementation of B-
Tracker in more detail.
The evaluation focuses on eﬃciency and load balancing, two important
metrics for any P2P system. Load is defined in terms of upstream traﬃc,
since it is the scarcest resource in afile-sharingormultimedia streamingP2P
system. Eﬃciency is defined in terms of mean load per peer in the swarm,
considering all tracker-related messages sent, so less load conveys better ef-
ficiency. Load balancing is defined as the standard deviation of load among
all peers in the swarm, so less deviation determines a better balance.
5.2.1 Evaluation Parameters
The parameters used for the evaluation are as follows. The Bloom filter as-
sumes a probability of false positives p = 0:0073 with a number of items
n = 100, which result in a filter of sizem = 1024 bits [11] – a good compro-
mise under realistic assumptions. A fixed replication factor rp = 20 is used
for the DHT approach, as in the popular BitTorrent implementation [26].
B-Tracker uses rp = 2 and rs = 18 for replication, since they add up to 20, in
order to be comparable in a fairmanner to theDHTapproach. Thenumber
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of primary trackers that peers consult before requesting from a secondary
tracker np = 0, that is, they always query secondary trackers for providers
first, resorting to primary trackers only if all queries to secondary trackers
fail – this is to maximize load balancing. Primary tracker storage capacity
bp = 35 providers per resource, since 35 is a common number of neighbors
used by P2P applications. All results were obtained from 100 runs.
A P2P system with 1000 peers was emulated as follows. At each run, a
swarm is initially created with 50, 250, or 450 peers. Peers in the swarm
are interested in obtaining a certain resource, e.g., downloading a file. Each
peer in the swarm obtains 35 providers from the DHT.Measurement starts
only after they have obtained those initial providers, in order to emulate a
live swarm. The system, then, suﬀers from churn, which is defined as the
percentage (10, 20, 30, or 40 percent) of peers in the swarm that go oﬄine,
being immediately replaced by the same number of newly created peers.
All peers attempt in turn to have again 35 providers in total, exchanging
messages according to the tracker approach being analyzed.
In the DHT approach, peers query always a random one of the 20
peers that are responsible for holding the provider list for the resource in
question. The tracker always replies with a random subset of at most 35
providers.
In the PEX approach, peers exchange PEX messages containing a set
with newly added neighbors and a set of disconnected neighbors. If, after
exchanging PEXmessages, a peer still does not have 35 providers, it queries
the DHT to obtain them.
In the B-Tracker-NF – NF stands for no Bloom filters – approach, peers
query one or more random secondary trackers, which in essence are
providers obtained from the initial DHT call until they obtain at least 35
providers. If, after querying all known secondary trackers, a peer has not
reached its goal, it queries a primary tracker to obtain them.
The B-Tracker approach works like B-Tracker-NF, except that all re-
quests contain a Bloom filter holding the currently known providers.
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5.2.2 Efficiency
In a more eﬃcient system, the knowledge of which are current providers is
spread with less traﬃc generated per peer. Eﬃciency is, therefore, defined
in terms of the average load per peer; load being defined as bytes sent per
peer, on average.
Figure 5.2 shows the average load per peer for swarm sizes 50, 250, and
450, respectively. On all bar plots of this chapter, each value shown is an av-
erage of all runs, with error bars displaying the standard deviation. As seen
in all plots, in general, B-Tracker achieves better eﬃciency when compared
to pure DHT and PEX approaches. A DHT approach is not eﬃcient be-
cause eachnewpeer and every peerwith less than 35providers in the swarm
need to query theDHT, which createsmany routingmessages. PEX is even
less eﬃcient, because it requires that peers send many unnecessary mes-
sages, informingneighbors about their newneighbors regardless ofwhether
or not it is needed. B-Tracker shows better eﬃciency than B-Tracker-NF
due to the use of Bloom filters – though request messages are larger, since
they contain the filter, the provider list returned by trackers contains only
useful information, further improving overall eﬃciency.
Concerning churn, Figure 5.3 shows that load increases with churn for
all investigated approaches, since, with more churn, there are more newly
created peers that look for providers, and more peers need to obtain more
providers. PEX, however, produces a higher load increase with higher
churnwhencompared to theother approaches, becausePEXmessages con-
tain the list of neighbors that were added or removed, which grows larger
with churn.
Figure 5.3 displays eﬃciency per churn level to ease comparison of the
diﬀerent approaches as the swarm size increases. The B-Tracker approach
shows better scalability, since, for larger swarms, the mean peer load in-
creases only slightly. DHT and PEX experience a larger load increase from
swarm size 50 to 250, though from 250 to 450 it increases only slightly. The
diﬀerence between B-Tracker-NF and B-Tracker shows that using Bloom
filters as proposed improves eﬃciency, especially with larger swarm sizes.
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Figure 5.2: Eﬃciency per swarm size
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Figure 5.3: Eﬃciency per churn level
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Figure 5.4: Load balancing per swarm size
For instance, with 40% churn and swarm size 450, when compared to a
pure DHT approach, PEX has shown to increase tracker traﬃc by 39.28%.
B-Tracker-NF has, though, reduced it by 41.83%. B-Tracker with Bloom
filters has reduced tracker traﬃc by 52.10%, also relatively to pure DHT.
The largest relative improvement in eﬃciency was 77.53%, observed with
B-Tracker with swarm size 50 and 10% churn. The smallest relative im-
provement in eﬃciency with B-Tracker was still 52.10%, with swarm size
450 and 40% churn.
5.2.3 Load Balancing
Figure 5.4 displays load balancing as the standard deviation of load among
all peers in the swarm. Load balancing was calculated for each run and an
average for all runs is displayed; error bars show, then, the standard devia-
tion for the diﬀerent runs.
In all investigated scenarios, B-Tracker-NF andB-Tracker distribute load
much better thanDHT, due to the presence of secondary trackers. In a pure
DHTapproach, peers that are trackers becomeheavily loaded as swarm size
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Figure 5.5: Load balancing per churn level
increases, i.e. with swarm size 450. PEX shows improved load balancing,
especially with larger swarms. B-Tracker-NF shows that using Bloomfilters
as proposed improves load balancing only by a small amount. The fact that
load balancing degrades with larger swarms on all approaches is explained
by their use of DHT for initial tracker discovery, besides as a last resort if
PEX and secondary trackers do not yield the goal of 35 providers per peer.
Churn has a negative influence on load balancing in all investigated ap-
proaches and swarm sizes, as Figure 5.5 pictures. This is also due to the
DHT being queried at least initially by all new peers. The diﬀerence be-
tween load balancing values, however, is small between 30 and 40 percent
churn rates, showing that it increases at smaller steps.
For instance, with swarm size 450, when subject to 40% churn, PEX
improves load balancing of pure DHT already by 52.18%. B-Tracker-NF
shows even better load balancing, resulting in 75.16% improvement in load
balancing, also compared to DHT. B-Tracker with Bloom filters in this case
increases the index to 77.30%. The largest relative improvement in load bal-
ancing was 91.30%, observed with B-Tracker with swarm size 450 and 10%
churn. The smallest relative improvement in load balancing with B-Tracker
was still 64.16%, with swarm size 50 and 40% churn.
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Figure 5.6: Peer load, swarm size 50
5.2.4 Detailed View
Figures 5.6-5.8 show in more detail the peer load in the diﬀerent scenarios
studied and improve the understanding of results. An average of the top
150 peers with highest load on the diﬀerent runs is shown. Load is caused
by sendingmessages, including both request and replymessages, andDHT
routing and keep-alive messages.
It can be seen that the top 20 peers have a significantly higher load than
the others, due to them being responsible for the holding the DHT val-
ues of the resource sought after. The peak in peer load observed for the
first 1-5 correspond to the peers that, besides being responsible for tracking
providers, also issue messages to find providers.
In PEX, load ismuchbetter distributed than on the pureDHTapproach,
but there is still a peak on themost loadedpeers. This happens becausePEX
messages are often not enough for peers to again discover 35 providers, so
they still need to resort to the DHT frequently. This happens because PEX
alone does not always spread provider information to all peers, which end
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Figure 5.7: Peer load, swarm size 250
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Figure 5.8: Peer load, swarm size 450
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uphaving to resort to theDHT. In general, PEX showsbetter loadbalancing
with low (10% and 20%) churn level. B-Tracker-noBF further spreads load
to more peers, largely reducing the load of the top 20 loaded peers. Higher
churn (30% and 40%), though, still increases load unevenly among peers.
It can also be seen that B-Tracker with Bloom filters decreases peer load
approximately evenly compared to B-Tracker-noBF. This confirms what
was observed in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, that the use of Bloom filters as
suggested does improve eﬃciency, but load balancing only slightly.
5.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented and discussed the design and evaluation of B-
Tracker, a novel P2P tracker that improves the state of the art in the area.
The main innovation of B-Tracker is that all peers are trackers for the re-
sources they provide, thus better distributing the load of popular resources.
Extensive evaluations have confirmed B-Tracker’s ability, in comparison to
other distributed P2P trackers, namely a pure DHT and PEX approaches,
to improve both eﬃciency and load balancing. The B-Tracker approach is
particularly suited for large swarms and high churn rates. Using Bloom fil-
ters as designed brings an extra improvement in eﬃciency.
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6
LiveShift Application
The LiveShift system has been fully implemented as a Java [63] ap-plication, in order to (a) validate its concepts in a practical environ-
ment, (b) allow demonstrations, such as [12, 48], (c) facilitate compara-
tive testing of diﬀerent policies by the research community, and (d) enable
the release of the application as open source software. Besides, with a full-
fledged implementation, it is possible to obtain highly realistic results in
comparison with sole simulations, since there are less input values that are
given, and more that are generated by the system itself. The application’s
source code has been published under the GNU General Public License
(GPL) version 3.0 [2] on GitHub [78], so the both the research commu-
nity and end-users may benefit from it. Hence, this chapter presents an in-
sight intoLiveShift’s application. First, the graphical user interface (GUI) is
presented, with screenshots and clarification onhow it is operated by a user,
relating its functionality to its architecture components. Then, the imple-
mentation and integration of playback policies are presented, arguing for
the modular and flexible implementation of policies in LiveShift. Finally,
B-Tracker’s implementation and integration to LiveShift are highlighted.
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Figure 6.1: LiveShift’s main screen, when connected
6.1 LiveShift’s Graphical User Interface
The initial frame of LiveShift’s graphical user interface (GUI), as designed
and implemented, is shown in Figure 6.1. It corresponds to the GUI com-
ponent seen in Figure 3.1. The interface is designed to be simple, intuitive,
yet informative. On the left-hand side of the screen, themain buttons allow
control of LiveShift’s top-level functionality. From top to bottom, the user
interface oﬀers users the following:
• connect (i.e., bootstrap) to the P2P network, by using a well-known
peer or a DNSmapping, such as boostrap.liveshift.net;
• publish a new channel, e.g., from a device, such as a camera, or a pre-
recorded media file;
• toggle visibility of the channel list on the right-hand-side of the
frame;
• adjust configuration settings, including network, video encoders and
players, and storage; and
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• viewing statistics and details about the P2P network, including
blocks held, skipped, and scheduled for download, messages ex-
changed with other peers, granted upload slots, and peers in the up-
load slot queue.
Any user is able to publish a new channel. Figure 6.2 displays the Pub-
lish frame, with important configuration of the new channel. Name and de-
scription are used to describe the channel content, and its words are split to
be used for searching. Currently, the following three sources are supported
by the VLCJ [119] implementation in use:
• a file, e.g., on the user hard drive;
• a device, e.g., a Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) tuner, webcam;
• or network stream, e.g., a multicast stream being received, an RTP or
RTSP stream.
Specific protocols and transcoding options may be optionally provided,
and depend on VLCJ support. When the Publish button is pressed, the
Encoder and Assembler components (c.f. Figure 3.1) are launched in the
background to produce and announce blocks and segments with the new
streams.
The Settings frame, displayed in Figure 6.3, allows the user to adjust
application configurations. Among them are all network configurations,
including network interface, port number, peer name, upload rate, time
server, and bootstrap peer address.
More advanced settings are set exclusively via command-line parame-
ters. These include, for example, selecting playback policies and their pa-
rameters, setting initial buﬀering and defining buﬀer sizes, as well as choos-
ing and tuning other policies.
As soon as a connection to the P2P network is established, the right-
hand side of the frame displays a list of available channels. Since the list
is expected to grow to a large number of channels, a search box is in-
cluded. The search box queries the P2P systems for channels that match
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Figure 6.2: LiveShift Publish frame
Figure 6.3: LiveShift Settings frame
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Figure 6.4: LiveShift main screen, channel selected
the searched keywords. The channel creator defines a number of keywords,
or tags, that can be used for searching later by the viewers.
The larger central area of the frame is where the video is played back to
the user. As soon as a channel is selected, the playback control bar is re-
vealed, as shown in Figure 6.4. Buttons, from left to right, allow users to
control playback as follows:
• rewind by skipping 5 seconds backward (holding the button in-
creases the amount of skipped blocks), thus increasing playback lag;
• pause playback by freezing image but continuing downloading and
buﬀering blocks in the background (limited by the download block
selection policy, c.f. Section 3.4.2), also increasing playback lag;
• stop playback by stopping downloading this stream entirely;
• fast-forward by skipping 5 seconds forward (holding the button also
increases the amount of skipped blocks), thus decreasing playback
lag as possible;
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Figure 6.5: LiveShift main screen during playback
• start playback from the current date and time, thus viewing the live
stream;
• select an arbitrary date and time to start playback, thus viewing a
time-shifted stream;
• display the video in full-screen mode;
• increase volume; and
• decrease volume.
Tooltips are in place to further help the user interpret those buttons cor-
rectly.
Figure 6.5 shows LiveShift in full operation, after a channel has been se-
lected and the play button has been pressed. The center part of the win-
dow is occupied by the Player component (c.f. Figure 3.1), provided by the
VLCJ [119] library, to decode video blocks that are supplied by the Player
Sender component. The status bar at bottom part of the frame displays in-
formation about network connectivity, publishing status, and playback de-
tails, including the channel name, whether it is playing, paused, or stopped
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+<<constructor>>(in bufferSize : int, in alpha : float, in beta : float)
SkipStallPlaybackPolicy
+clearWindow(in startTime : long)
+addBlockMap(in segment : Segment)
+getPlayDecision() : PlayingDecision
+getNumBlocksToSkip() : int
«interface»
PlaybackPolicy
«enumeration»
PlayingDecision
+PLAY
+STALL
+SKIP
+<<constructor>>(in bufferSize : int, in alpha : float, in beta : float, in t_p : int)
RemainingDownloadTimePlaybackPolicy
+<<constructor>>(in bufferSize : int, in alpha : float, in T : int)
RetryPlaybackPolicy
+<<constructor>>(in bufferSize : int, in alpha : float, in n : int)
RatioPlaybackPolicy
+<<constructor>>(in bufferSize : int, in alpha : float)
CatchupPlaybackPolicy
Figure 6.6: LiveShift main screen during playback
(in square brackets), whether the playback policy has determined the cur-
rent block to play, stall, or skip, and date and time being played back. Status
information is obtained from the Tuner component.
6.2 Implementation of Playback Policies
All playback policies defined in Section 4.2 have been implemented into
LiveShift. According to LiveShift’s architecture as pictured in Figure 3.1,
playback policies are implemented in the Player Sender component, which
is responsible for retrieving blocks from the Storage and sending them to
the Player to be decoded and displayed to the user.
Figure 6.6 shows aUMLclass diagram, illustratinghowplaybackpolicies
are implemented in LiveShift. The interface PlaybackPolicy defines all
important methods to be implemented by the Player Sender, namely:
• clearWindow() initializes the object with the current playback po-
sition.
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• addBlockMap() supplies a segment, so the policy can look which
blocks are held in storage, and which are not. May be called twice if
playing near the end of a segment, with the next segment as parame-
ter.
• getPlayDecision() based on the blockmaps added, thismethod
performs the playback policy decision, returning either PLAY,
STALL, or SKIP.
• getNumBlocksToSkip() in case SKIP was the playback decision,
this method returns the number of blocks to be skipped.
• constructors: each implementation defines its corresponding con-
structors, according to their definitions.
This exemplifies the modular approach taken by LiveShift, which eases the
implementation of novel policies. In order to implement new policies, only
a class implementing those methods needs to be defined, and the corre-
sponding command-line arguments passed when running the application.
6.3 Implementation of B-Tracker
According to Figure 3.1, the distributed tracker (DT) is a component in the
LiveShift architecture. The distributed tacker functionality is provided by
TomP2P [115] library, in which all investigated trackers (DHT, PEX, and
B-Tracker) were implemented.
The interfacebetween theDTand the rest ofLiveShift is relatively simple
and straight-forward; only the following two methods are defined:
• publishSegment(segmentIdentifier) announces on theDT
that the peer can provide at least one block in the respective segment.
• getPeerList(segmentIdentifier, howMany, ex-
clusionFilter) looks up the DT and returns, for the respective
segment , the number of providers specified by the howMany
parameter.
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6.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented implementation details of the LiveShift appli-
cation, a flexible and modular application that allows the investigation of
P2P mechanisms for both live and on-demand multimedia streaming. De-
signing and implementing such application, while being technically chal-
lenging, allows for a realistic evaluation of the involved algorithms, while
enabling obtention of results that complement pure theoretical simulation
ones. Further, this chapter has illustrated the LiveShiftGUI as a simple, ob-
jective, and informative interface used to operate its main functions. This
chapter has, as well, displayed implementation and integration details of
playback policies and B-Tracker in LiveShift, with UML diagrams and a de-
scription of its main methods. All source code has been made available on
GitHub [78], which can be used for further research activities.
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Conclusions
This thesis has proposed and investigated several key aspects involvedin allowing a fully-distributed and seamless integration of live and
time-shifted P2P multimedia streaming, a use case that was largely unex-
plored before this thesis. It represents an important step in reaching this
goal, by focusing on four important aspects, namely (a) developing and
evaluating a fully-distributed, mesh-pull P2P protocol that allows the ex-
change of both live and time-shifted video streams, and defining a set of
decoupled policies that influence the behavior of the protocol; (b) devel-
oping and evaluating a reference client implementation that allows a com-
plete and realistic investigation of proposed advancements; (c) investi-
gating playback policies under diﬀerent scenarios and parameters, includ-
ing live and on-demand characteristics; and (d) defining and evaluating a
fully-distributed P2P tracker that improves state-of-the-art regarding both
eﬃciency and load balancing. This thesis has shown the above mecha-
nisms’ practicability by integrating them in a single, real application, called
LiveShift.
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7.1 LiveShift Architecture, Protocol, and Policies
In Chapter 3 a flexible and fully-decentralized mesh-pull P2P protocol for
locating and distributing both live and time-shifted video streams in an in-
tegrated manner has been proposed, as well as policies to be used with the
new protocol, revealing and discussing the main trade-oﬀs encountered in
building such a system, as well as evaluation results.
Trace-driven evaluations focus in scenarios with many channel switches
and an increasing number of peers with upstream capacity lower than the
rate of the video stream being transmitted. The system shows its ability to
find content and upstream capacity quickly enough to sustain a low play-
back lag relatively to their playback position. LiveShift also shows ability to
combine the upload capacity of several low upstream peers on time. In the
scenarios studied, the system supports a low (less than 10 s) playback lag
for 80 percent of userswith high bandwidth, even in the presence of churn –
in form of channel switching, time shifting, and peers disconnecting. Users
with low upstream bandwidth are negatively aﬀected in scenarios with high
churn or overall low upload capacity, but playback lag remains within 60
seconds of transmission for over 95 percent of the peers in the investigated
scenarios. Finally, in the scenarios studied, overhead remains below3.1 per-
cent of the original bitrate of the video stream being transmitted.
This shows that themesh-pull protocol introduced by this thesis, includ-
ing division of the stream in time-addressed blocks and segments, backed
by distributed hash table and distributed tracker structures, running the
proposed policies, is capable of successfully supporting the desired use case
in the investigated scenarios. The application has been published [78] with
an open-source license [2] as a contribution to the scientific community.
7.2 Playback Policies
The behavior of LiveShift under diﬀerent playback policies, with diﬀerent
parameters, in scenarios ranging from under- to over-provisioned P2P net-
works, has been shown in Chapter 4. It is evident that diﬀerent playback
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policies do aﬀect user experience in a P2P video streaming system, in terms of
both playback lag and share of skipped blocks.
This raises the second researchquestion in the scopeof playbackpolicies,
which playback policies aremost suitable for live and on-demand scenarios? Un-
der circumstances inwhichminimizing playback lag is themain goal, which
might be desirable by viewers of live (e.g., sports) events, the Catchup (ca)
and the Always Skip (sk-0) policies are the most suitable policies studied,
considering that they have consistently shownmuch lower playback lag for
amajority of peers compared to all other approaches. This comes, however,
at the cost of a higher number of skipped blocks.
If lowest number of skipped blocks is the objective, the policies that have
shown to skip less than 0.5 percent of the total blocks on both scenarios s1
and s4 are the Skip/Stall policy with β = :75 (sk-.75), the Retry pol-
icy with T  5 (re-5 and re-10), the Ratio policy with n  3 (ra-3
and ra-5), and the Remaining Download Time policy (rd). These poli-
cies may be applied in cases in which occasional interruptions are of less
importance than skipping content, for instance for VoD.
Alternatively, compromising playback lag and skipped block ratemay be
the goal. Policies that show a skipped block rate inferior to 0.5 percent and
playback lag inferior or equal to 45 seconds at playback position 15 min-
utes (for 80 percent of peers) are, on the under-provisioned Scenario s4,
the following: the Skip/Stall policy with β = :75 (sk-.75), the Retry pol-
icy withT  5 (re-5 and re-10), and the Ratio policy with n  3 (ra-3
and ra-5). In Scenario s1, the Skip/Stall policy with β  :5 (sk-.5, and
sk-.75), the Retry policy with T = 1 (re-1), and the Ratio policy with
n = 3 (ra-3) are policies that yield a skipped block rate inferior to 0.5 per-
cent and playback lag less than or equal to 9 seconds at playback position
10 minutes, also for 80 percent of peers.
Understanding the behavior of playback policies is, hence, imperative to
select the most appropriate policy for the desired result, whether it is keep-
ing playback lag as low as possible, avoiding skippingmany video blocks, or
achieving a compromise. The ultimate decision may be left completely up
to the user, or depend on the type of content being transmitted.
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7.3 B-Tracker
B-Tracker, a pull-based, fully-distributed P2P tracker, has been introduced
in Chapter 5. B-Tracker improves load balancing by increasing the number
of replicas proportionally to content popularity. Its pull approach elimi-
nates providers being sent to peers which are not interested in receiving
new providers. The pull approach also allows the use of Bloom filters to
eliminate irrelevant providers from tracker replies, which is not possible in
push approaches, such as PEX.
Extensive evaluations show that B-Tracker achieves better load balanc-
ing and higher eﬃciency than other distributed trackers in all investigated
scenarios. B-Tracker improves eﬃciency from 52.10% to 77.53%, and load
balancing from 64.16% to 91.30%, relatively to a pure DHT approach. A
pureDHTapproach shows poor load balancing because it uses a fixed repli-
cation factor, so peers responsible for storing tracker information of popu-
lar keywords and files tend to get overloaded. PEX shows improved load
balancing, since it oﬄoads the DHT, but lower eﬃciency, because peers
exchange messages which may not be of interest. Finally, a larger swarm
size and higher churn produce only small degradation in B-Tracker’s both
load balancing and eﬃciency. The use of Bloom filters as suggested helps a
further increase in system eﬃciency by avoiding redundant traﬃc, particu-
larly in large swarms that suﬀer from high churn.
B-Tracker shows that relying on direct exchange of data that already are
at peers is a simple yet successful approach to increase fairness in P2P sys-
tems. Also, a pull approach is more eﬃcient in this case, since peers do not
always need new providers, and when they do, they shall be able to issue a
request immediately.
7.4 Evaluation of DesignObjectives
The investigation and development of the novel approaches in this thesis
were largely guided by the design objectives defined in Section 3.1, which
were reached as follows.
1. Free Peercasting: By design, any peer is able to publish a channel;
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2. Scalability: Agrowing number of peers results in playback lag below
60 seconds of transmission for over 95 percent of the peers in the
investigated scenarios;
3. Robustness: Churn in form of peers joining and leaving the system
and switching both channels and positions in the time scale is toler-
ated, and its negative eﬀects can be managed by employing the ap-
propriate playback policy;
4. Full decentralization: DHT and DT are employed as scalable, ro-
bust, and eﬃcient distributed data structures; and
5. Low overhead: The introduced network overhead remains below
3.1% in the scenarios considered.
7.5 FutureWork
While the definition and evaluation of protocol, policies, and tracker rep-
resent an important first step into supporting the proposed use case of inte-
grating both live and time-shifted video streaming in a fully-decentralized
environment, open research questions still remain.
Future work involving LiveShift protocol and policies includes further
analyzing and finding optimal policies, for example the storage policy,
which has not been extensively explored at present. Additionally, the intro-
duction of ALTO [70, 93] capability for locality-awareness of both down-
load and upload peer selection is a highly-promising research direction.
Also, an eﬀective incentive mechanism must be investigated to verify the
upload capacity of peers that may be applied in the proposed use case,
which involves asymmetry of interest in a time-constrained environment.
Orthogonally, investigation on existing and novel transport protocols, e.g.
LEDBAT [120], are promising to reduce playback lag in event of conges-
tion. Finally, running a global-scale trial with a higher number of users and
channels would further validate LiveShift architecture, protocol, and poli-
cies, plus allowing subjectiveQoEvalues to be obtained. Further important
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issues to be considered concern overall system security, i.e. preventing ma-
licious users from harming other users.
Concerning the investigated playback policies, in the evaluated scenar-
ios, all peers adopt a uniform playback policy, which allows evaluation of
their eﬀect on the entire distribution overlay, if assumed that all users are
interested in either live or on-demand characteristics. Future work may in-
vestigate scenarios in which peers adopt mixed policies, which are likely in
LiveShift. There is also the opportunity of combining characteristics of dif-
ferent policies. A further promising possibility is creating a predictive play-
back policy that considers past peer experiences to avoid stalling when the
probability that a missing block is downloaded in a timely fashion is low.
Finally, addressing novel QoE aspects [55, 56] would be a natural continu-
ation of this work.
Regarding B-Tracker, future work will investigate security aspects in-
volving malicious peers and trackers, that may have incentive to give out
carefully-crafted, invalid replies to other peers. Besides, theoretical bounds
for B-Tracker operations shall be established, to prove its scalability in
very large systems. Another possible research direction involves improving
locality-awareness of secondary trackers, to reduce average latency in ob-
taining providers. A final stepwould be deploying and evaluating B-Tracker
on diﬀerent P2P systems.
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Appendix A
A.1 LiveShiftMessage Specification
This appendix displays complete message format specification of the
LiveShift Protocol. The protocol itself is described in Section 3.3. All mes-
sages inherit the basic fields fromAbstractMessage, displayed in Table A.1.
Thus, messages specified in Tables A.2-A.12 start with the fields of Abstract
Message, followed by their specific ones. All sizes are represented in bytes.
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Table A.1: Abstract Message
Field Size Note
Signature 1 0x15 = LiveShift
Protocol Version 1 1 for this protocol
Message ID 1 Wraps over, starts at 1
Reply Message ID? 1 0=absent, 1=present
Reply Message ID 1 Message ID this message is a
reply for
Message Type 1 B Block Request Message
C Block Reply Message
D Disconnect Message
G GrantedMessage
HHaveMessage
I Interested Message
P Ping Message
QQueuedMessage
S Peer Suggestion
V SubscribedMessage
X Subscribe Message
Table A.2: Subscribe Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 Channel ID (4 bytes)
Substream (1 byte)
Segment Number (8 bytes)
Peer Name Size 1
Peer Name Variable
Peer Upload Capacity 4 float
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Table A.3: Ping Message
Field Size Note
Request/reply 1 1=request 0=reply
Table A.4: Have Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Block Number 4
Do Have? 1 1=have, 0=don’t have
Table A.5: Disconnect Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Flags 1 1st least significant bit (LSB)=stop Up-
loading
2nd LSB=stop Downloading
Table A.6: Block Request Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Block Number 4
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Table A.7: Block Reply Message
Field Size Note
Block Reply Code 1 1 GRANTED,
2 DONT_HAVE,
3 REJECTED
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Block Number 4
Hop Count 1
Number of Packets 4
For each packet:
Time 8 Milliseconds
Sequence Number 8
Substream 1
Video Data Length 4
Video Data Variable Video Packets
Table A.8: Subscribed Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Not 1 1 = not subscribed
0 = subscribed
Timeout 4 Milliseconds
Segment Block Map 15 Only present if not=0
Peer Name Size 1
Peer Name Variable Human-friendly name
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Table A.9: Queued Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Not 1 1 = not subscribed
0 = subscribed
Timeout 4 Milliseconds
Table A.10: Granted Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Not 1 1 = not subscribed
0 = subscribed
Timeout 4 Milliseconds
Timeout Inactive 4 Milliseconds
Table A.11: Interested Message
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Not 1 1=not interested
0=interested
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Table A.12: Peer Suggestion
Field Size Note
Segment Identifier 13 As in Table A.2
Number of Suggested Peers 1
For each suggested peer:
DHTAddress 20 160-bit identifier
Socket Address Size 1
Socket Address 9 (IPv4),
21 (IPv6)
For connecting
Peer Name Size 1
Peer Name Variable Human-friendly
name
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Appendix B
B.1 Complete Playback Policies CDF Plots
This appendix displays complete CDF graphs at playback positions 5, 10,
and 15, obtained for all investigated playback policies and parameters in-
vestigated. These results complement the ones displayed and discussed in
Section 4.3.
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Figure B.1: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 5
min playback position
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Figure B.2: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 5
min playback position
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Figure B.3: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 5
min playback position
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Figure B.4: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 5
min playback position
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Figure B.5: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 5
min playback position
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Figure B.6: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 10
min playback position
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Figure B.7: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 10
min playback position
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Figure B.8: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 10
min playback position
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Figure B.9: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at 10
min playback position
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Figure B.10: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
10 min playback position
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Figure B.11: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
15 min playback position
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Figure B.12: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
15 min playback position
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Figure B.13: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
15 min playback position
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Figure B.14: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
15 min playback position
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Figure B.15: CDF of playback lag under Skip/Stall playback policy at
15 min playback position
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